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Editor's Comments 

Claudia E. McDade 

From articles heralding new discoveries to those celebrating our roots, Precision Learning 
abounds in this, the Fall 1994 issue of the Journal of Precision Teaching. Progress reports 
on new discoveries in spelling aims, relationships between speed and accuracy, and 
expanding learning channels are found here. Refinements in teaching the Standard 
Celeration Chart and further evidence of repeated readings effectiveness for increasing 
fluency are included. Esoteric articles on the mathematical rationale for the Standard 
Celeration Chart fill in gaps in our history. 

More specifically, you will find Ogden Lindsley chiding us ever so gently for ignoring 
presentation responses in our learning channel descriptions. To Og I must say that many of 
us have recognized this important learner variable, describing it to our students for years. I, 
for one, just never wrote about it. Unfortunately, this field continues to be transmitted more 
orally than through this Journal and other publications. Seminal, detailed work in spelling 
performance criteria is presented by Melissa Shirley and her mentor, Hank 
PennypackerSharon Ladenburg, coached by Tim McLaughlin and Bill Sweeney, develops 
her calligraphy skills with precision and presents an intriguing Chart where working slowly 
results in higher frequencies correct and lower learning opportunity frequencies. Annie Lou 
Polk, backed by April Miller, add to the successfulness of repeated readings with precision for 
increasing reading rates and comprehension. 

A long-awaited update of Michael Maloney's often cited use of Direct lnstruction to teach the 
Standard Celeration Chart is provided by Michael and Ed Cancio. Not only are data of 
effectiveness shared, but the entire lesson plan is available here for reproduction anywhere. 
The official historian of Precision Teaching, John Eshleman, asks us to celebrate the 400th 
anniversary of logarithms, the mathematical precursor of our Chart. The official founder of 
our field, Ogden Lindsley, argues that logarithms are not really our roots--Gunterns line is. 
Logs vs. lines is quite an academician's challenge. For those confused about the 
mathematical rationale for the Chart, these articles may prove enlightening--or at least 
challenging! 

Enjoy the discovery of this issue! We in the Center for Individualized lnstruction found it quite 
an experience! Pleasant Charting! 
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'4Point/See/Say" or "SlidelSeelSay" Learning Channels 

Ogden R. Lindsley 

Background 

Our seelsay rut 

We should have 
known better 

Are we still S-R 
philosophers? 

In discussing preparations for his 1994 ABA workshop on SAFMEDS with Stephen 
Graf on the morning of May 15,1994, I asked Steve if he was going to describe the 
difference in frequency aims for SAFMEDS cards and practice sheets with the same 
content. Steve said, "No, I haven't planned to." I said, "I think you should because 
sliding the cards puts a ceiling around 70 per minute for most people." "Placing the 
same materials on a practice sheet will lift the ceiling to well over 100 per minute, thus 
doubling the fluency aim." 

At this point I realized that for 25 years we have left out one of the most important 
learner responses in our learning channel descriptions! We have been only minimally 
behavioral, focusing on the immediate input channel and ignoring the learner's crucial 
presentation of the next stimulus. 

We knew it was really handicapping for a teacher to turn the cards and present the 
stimuli to a learner. The frequency was then the teacher's and not the learner's. We also 
knew it was important for learners to practice fluent card sliding with "go runs" at over 
60 per minute for SAFMEDS. We also knew that learners must literally point with their 
finger or pencil to each picture in a graphics practice sheet to develop a smooth rhythm 
and high frequency. But we hadn't put these important presentation responses in our 
channel descriptions. 

Why had we accepted this omission? Are we still saddled with the stimulus domination 
of the Greek philosophers? Are we still basically at heart cognitivists? Why haven't 
some of us working with channels and classroom learning discovered this omission? It 
angered me that many of us try desperately to innovate by making 2 cycle charts, 3 cycle 
charts, enlarged training charts, when such a basic improvement in channel description 
is crying to be made. The fact that younger scholars had overlooked this allows me to 
continue to discover. 



Our old two A sample two phrase learning channel appears in the following table. Each phrase has 
phrase learning three parts: an active, present tense verb, an adjective, and an object. 
channels 

I Verb I adjective I object I 
I See I capital I "A" I 
1 say I its name 

The full two phrase channel description was: 
"See the capital 'A', and say its name." 

For rapid two word description we usually described learning channel 
phrases with their verbs only. For example, "seelsay." 

A second sample two phrase learning channel appears in the following table: 

Verb adjective object 
Hear letter sound 
Write its name 

The full two phrase channel description was: 
"Hear the letter sound, and write its name." 

We abbreviated this to the two verbs, "hearlwrite." 

These two phrase descriptions overlooked the fluency limiting learners' presentation 
response. 

Complete four A sample four phrase learning channel appears in the following table. Each phrase has 
phrase learning three parts: an active, present tense verb, an adjective, and an object. 
channels 

Verb adjective object 
See practice sheet 
Point next picture 
See learning picture 

I Say 1 its 1 name 

The full four phrase channel description is: 
"See the practice sheet, point to the next picture, see the learning picture 
and say its name." 

We can abbreviate this to three verbs, "point Iseelsay." 
("See/point/see/say" "sounds too redundant, and the first "see" is not 
necessary. However, "point" is crucial because it limits fluency.) 

I 



A second sample four phrase learning channel appears in the following table: 

Verb adjective object 
Hold SAFMEDS card deck 

I Slide I next I 
See learning picture 

Say its name 

We use the verb "slide" rather than "turn" to describe exposing the next card because 
turning is a fluency limiting mistake in learning SAFMEDS decks. It takes longer to 
turn than to slide off cards. More importantly, the back of the card faces up when 
turned, and showing the answer tempts the learner to double check responses and mixes 
study in with practice. 

The full four phrase channel description is: 
"Hold the SAFMEDS deck, slide off last to show next card, see the 
learning picture, and say its name." 

We can abbreviate this to three verbs, "slide/see/say." 
("See/slide/see/say" "sounds too redundant, and the first "see" is not 
necessary. However, "slide" is crucial because it limits fluency.) 

When we condense the descriptions into two or three easily spoken syllables for high 
frequency speaking, the three phrases that limit the frequency: "point/see/say" or 
"slide/see/say" are necessary. We can drop out the "see practice sheet" and "hold 
SAFMEDS deck" phrases. 

For these reasons, we should always describe learning channels with three phrases 
abbreviated to three verbs, for example: "point/see/say" or "slide/see/say." The "point" 
phrases and "slide" phrases often exert more control over the frequency than do the see 
and say phrases. Therefore, if we must abbreviate to two verbs, they should be the 
necessary motor responses of the learner, for example: "pointhay" or "slide/say." 



Learning In my review of Precision Teaching discoveries and effects (Lindsley, 1992) I did not 
CXannels are mention learning channels or screening. This omission was because I relied on the 

but memoly aids of "PRACTICED MUSIC REAPS FUN" to list our major discoveries and 
ignored had not put learning channels into a memory aid at that time. I still haven't. This 

demonstrates the down side of memory aids, and that none of us is perfect! However, I 
did mention learning channels in a summary article reporting contributions made by 
precision teachers (Lindsle y , 1990). 

Learning channels are not in the glossary of the Journal of Precision Teaching, Volume 
XI, Number 2, Spring 1994. Learning channels are not mentioned in the earliest text by 
Kunzlemann, et al, but are implicit in their list of 15 movement cycles (12 write, 2 read, 
and I say) along with four program cycle stimuli (shaping point, basic text, workbook, 
and teacher made) (Kunzelmann, et al, 1970, p. 18 1). 

Learning channels are briefly mentioned as a possible change procedure in an 
introductory text by McGreevy (198 I), but they are not described. They are not 
mentioned by White and Haring (1980), but are implicit in their probe assessments. For 
example, 12 say channels and 6 write channels are in Judy's initial assessment on page 
165, fig 22. 



Learning 
Channel 
research was 
focused in three 
programs that 
died 

We need more 
research on 
Learning
Channel 
interactions 

Exciting pioneering research on learning channels with emotionally disturbed and autistic 
children was conducted by David Keller in 1978 at Spaulding Youth Center in Tilton, 
New Hampshire. This research, supervised by Linda Hayes, Dave Freschi, and Ann 
Duncan, proved that learning of spatial relationships in one channel was independent of 
learning the same relationship in another channel. When the director, Wells Hively, left 
Spaulding, this research came to a screeching halt and has not been continued there or 
elsewhere. 

At about the same time a private corporation, International Management Systems (IMS), 
developed and sold a computerized learning screening system to public school special 
education programs (Kunzelmam & Koenig, 1979, Koenig & Kunzelmann, 1979, 
Koenig & Kunzelmann, 1980). The screening was adapted from methods we had used 
at the University of Kansas. Briefly, pupils practiced in each of three channels for one 
minute on each channel every day for ten days. The channels were seelwrite, seelsay, 
and hearlwrite. The goals were to find the channel with the steepest learning, instruct in 
that channel, and at the same time remediate the channel with the poorest learning. 
However, a series of poor business decisions forced IMS out of business. 

At the time he became terminally ill, Eric Haughton was working intensely with a wide 
range of channels which he put into matrices in the public schools of Belleville, Ontario 
(Haughton, 1980,1982). At first, 5 inputs and 6 outputs gave a matrix of 30 channels. 
Later, he increased the inputs to 7 (think, touch, taste, sniff, see, hear, and feel), but 
used a wider range of expanding motor outputs. His academic-social matrix had 11 
outputs (aim, do, draw, emote, mark, match, say, select, tap, think, and write) for a 
total matrix of 77 channels. His activity matrix had the 7 inputs with 9 outputs (wave, 
aim, tap, squeeze, get, pump, rub, shake and twist) for a matrix total of 63 activity 
channels. His mobility matrix had the 7 inputs with 13 outputs (roll, creep, crawl, 
scoot, cruise, walk, run, gallop, hop, jump, leap, slip, and slide) for a total matrix of 
91 channels! 

The Morningside Model of Generative Instruction developed by Kent Johnson combines 
Direct Instruction with Precision Teaching methods and produces two grade levels in 
academic gain in only 16 to 18 hours of instruction (Johnson & Layng, 1992). This 
model uses fluency in seelsay channels to produce generative effects in seelwrite 
channels. 

Recently in my one-day introductory Standard Celeration Chart workshops participants 
spent the morning in paced, choral, pointheelsay reading of Standard Celeration Chart 
practice sheets. By 2:00 in the afternoon all participants charted (seelwrite) from spread 
sheets above 5 dots correct per minute. 

Haughton urged further research to learn the interactions among learning channels. In 
his seminal article, he also reported the first use of thirty-second sprints (Haughton, 
1980). Eric's untimely death halted this promising research which, by all means, should 
be continued by someone. It would make excellent master's theses, doctoral 
dissertations, or fine government grant proposals. 
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Teaching Peer-Tutors How to Proficiently Utilize the 
Standard Celeration Chart: A Field Test 

Edward J. Cancio and Michael Maloney 

Over the last 14 years students with varying levels of age and ability have been taught by a Direct Instruction procedure to 
chart the Standard Celeration Chart. Lesson plans for learning the Chart have been modified to accommodate developments in 
data-based decision making. Three peer tutors in a regular middle school were trained to use the Chart in a special education 
classroom serving students with autism and severe mental retardation. All peer tutors mastered charting after completion of 
the lesson plans! 

In the past two decades many classroom teachers 
have been introduced to Precision Teaching. 
Many of these teachers have been convinced of 
Precision Teaching's benefits for instruction and 
making data-based decisions for their students. 
Educators in a variety of educational settings 
have been trained to implement Precision 
Teaching, but have difficulty in consistently 
implementing its procedures, specifically, 
collecting and analyzing data. As many as 70% 
of the personnel who were instructed in Precision 
Teaching terminated daily charting by the end of 
their second year (Beck, 1981). A rationale for 
this practice is that many teachers are 
overburdened by their responsibilities, (e.g., 
behavior management, individualized instruction, 
group instruction, consultation, bus duty). For 
example, in the special education class of 10 to 
15 students with several pinpoints per student, 
the teacher may become overwhelmed with 
charting and decision making, especially without 
paraprofessional assistance (Maloney, 1982). 
Another rationale for the termination of Precision 
Teaching is that charting and decision making is 
done by staff members, not by students. 

Lindsley (1992) indicated that the least costly and 
most effective learning improvement transpires 
when chart-based decisions are made by learners 
and their teachers. In the 1970's Lindsley began 
training teachers to teach their pupils to profi- 
ciently self-record their own academic frequen- 
cies on Standard Celeration Charts. This group 
of teachers discovered when their students 
charted their own progress, the frequency and 
standard self-recording was far superior to tradi- 
tional educational monitoring (Lindsley, 1990). 

Lindsley (1980) further stated that, in general, 
students: (a) in regular education settings learn 
curriculum at xl. 1 per week, (b) in classrooms 
where teachers use effective instruction technol- 
ogy (e.g., effective behavior management, use of 
Direct Instruction) learn curriculum at a rate of 
x1.3 per week, (c) in classrooms where contin- 
uous data are charted on Standard Celeration 
Charts learn curriculum at x1.5 per week, and (d) 
in classrooms where students chart their own 
data and assist in the data-based decisions learn 
curriculum, at x2.0 per week. 

The benefits of allowing students to chart their 
own data and make data-based decisions are 
many. They include: (a) involving students in 
their learning; (b) giving students greater gains 
in learning; (c) reducing teacher's responsibili- 
ties - "reducing teacher overhead"; (d) sharing 
decisions that may cause students to become 
more invested in their educational program; and 
(e) enhancing accountability among students, 
teachers, parents and administrators. 

Precision Teachers have demonstrated that 
students can learn to monitor their own behavior 
and to make data-based decisions. Students need 
to learn how to chart, use data to promote 
excellence in classrooms, and encourage teachers 
to collect data to make data-based decisions. Ann 
Starlin pioneered an effort to teach students how 
to chart and make data-based decisions in the 
1970ts, but many teachers have found it difficult 
to teach charting to their students. 

Engelmann (1969) described the essential 
components of a teaching method in which 



concepts are presented so that they have only one 
interpretation. Direct Instruction has developed a 
number of principles of effective teaching to 
guarantee the learning of a concept or operation 
by any student. This is accomplished by: (a) 
teaching both instances and non-instances of a 
concept or operation, (b) immediately rewarding 
correct responses and correcting incorrect 
responses, (c) pacing tasks and arranging the 
environment for maximum learner attention, and 
(d) teaching the task until all students in the 
group respond quickly and correctly. 

Precision Teaching can compliment other 
instructional methods. Some of the most 
powerful applications have combined Precision 
Teaching with Direct Instruction. Direct 
Instruction has even been used to teach students 
to proficiently chart the Standard Celeration Chart 
(Maloney, 1982). In applying this instructional 
methodology to the key concepts incorporated in 
Precision Teaching, we provide teachers and 
practitioners an avenue to proficiently use the 
Standard Celeration Chart. The collaboration of 
effective instruction, through measurement, and 
sufficient direct practice, should result in fluent 
charting, and appropriate data-based decisions 
that may result in greater gains by the student. 
The purpose of this article is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Direct Instruction and 
Precision Teaching curriculum outlined in an 
accompanying article in this issue. 

Method 

Participants & Setting 
This field test was conducted in a regular middle 
school program for students with severe 
disabilities, serving four students with autism 
and five with severe mental retardation. Staff 
consisted of one full-time teacher, three full-time 
paraprofessionals who instructed vocational 
training, self-help skills (e.g., toileting, 
grooming, dressing), money recognition, 
writing, counting, daily living (e.g., setting 
table, preparing meals and snacks, washing 
dishes, vacuuming), language, and fine and 
gross motor training. Students participated in 
integration activities, including volunteer work in 
the middle school cafeteria, home economics, 
and community training (e.g., ordering meals in 

fast food restaurants, purchasing reinforcers 
from a local variety store, purchasing foods from 
local grocery stores). 

Three female peer tutors participated in the field 
testing of this procedure. Jamie and Teresa were 
eighth grade, 12 year old middle school students 
who functioned socially and academically similar 
to students of comparable age. April was a 
seventh grade, 11 year old who also functioned 
satisfactorily socially and academically. This 
program regularly used peer tutors to assist in the 
implementation of the individual educational 
plans of its students. 

Results 

Table 1 summarizes results of the field test with 
three peer tutors. Charts 1-3 show one of the 
peer tutor's performance as she learns to chart 
proficiently. A complete description of the 19 
phases is presented in the accompanying article, 
"Teaching Students How to Proficiently Utilize 
the Standard Celeration Chart." 

Discussion 

Many educators have been convinced of 
Precision Teaching's benefits for instruction and 
data-based decision making; however, many 
teachers often quit consistent charting after one or 
two years, stating overwhelming responsibilities 
as the main reason. A possible solution to this 
problem is to teach students how to chart data on 
a Standard Celeration Chart and how to make 
data-based decisions (Lindsley, 1992; Maloney, 
1982). Procedures outlined in these articles in 
this issue can help educators teach their students 
to proficiently chart data on a Standard Celeration 
Chart and make data-based decisions. We hope 
this will be helpful to educators. 



Table 1 

Results -eld Test for Each Peer TuW 

Phase 

1. SeeISay corrects 

Summary 

All reached aim of 

Jamie
Ecm 

Teresa 
E EL(: 

above, below, and 30 - 401min. after 35 0 1 1. Seelsay record All reached aim of 
on the 1 line instruction: Lesson 1. floors 601min. after 68 0 n o 

instruction: Lesson 3. 
2. Discriminate day lines A11 reached aim of 

and non-day lines 30 - 401min. after 80 0 12. Seelsay Chart All reached aim of 
instruction: Lesson 1. symbols 60lmin. after 65 0 65 0 

3. Discriminate Sunday 
and non-Sunday lines 

All reached aim of 
30 -40lmin. after 
instruction: Lesson 1. 

68 0 68 0 70 0 I 1 1 3 . 1 i a y  Chart 

instructiod Lesson 3. 

All reached aim of 
60Imin. after n o 77 0 
instruction: Lesson 3. 

4. Seelsay day lines All reached aim of 
in random order 40 - 601min. after 78 0 14. Discriminate All reached aim of 

c. 
0 

instruction: Lesson 1. instances, zero and 
non-instances of 

60Imin. after 
instruction: Lesson 4. 

88 0 70 0 

5. Seelsay day lines All reached aim of corrects 
with data 40 - 60lmin. after 47 0 

instruction: Lesson 1. 15. Discriminate All reached aim of 
instances, and non- 60lmin. after 120 0 78 0 

6. Discriminate counting All reached aim of instances of errors instruction: Lesson 4. 
lines from non- 40 - 601min. after 70 0 
counting lines instruction: Lesson 2. 16. Seelsay Chart-based All reached aim of 

decisions 40 - 60lmin. after 46 0 45 0 
7. Seelsay counting All reached aim of instruction: Lesson 4. 

lines 40 - 601min. after 67 0 
instruction: Lesson 2. 17. Seelsay learning All reached aim of 

pictures 60lmin. after 72 0 72 0 
8. Seelsay counting All reached aim of instruction: Lesson 4. 

line scores 60lmin. after 67 0 
instruction: Lesson 2. 18. Dropping dots on Two tutors reached aim 

a Chart after instruction while 23 0 33 0 
9. Seelsay day line 

and score 
All reached aim of 
601min. after a 0 

one took two sessions to 
reach aim. 

instruction: Lesson 2. 
19. Charting student All proficiently charted 

10. Seelsay direction 
of celeration 

All reached aim of 
40 - 601min. after 80 0 

behaviors on the 
Standard Celeration 

data of first author's 
math practice sheet 

instruction: Lesson 3. Chart timing. 
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Where Are They Now? 

Did you know that the first editor of 
Journal of Precision Teaching,Patrick 

McGreevy, is alive and well as the 
Behavior Analysis for the Orange County 
School System in Orlando, Florida? Last 
June he married and became a parent to 
two adolescents. Patrick can be reached 

at 445 W. Amelia Street, 
Orlando, FL 32801, 

(407)849-3249. 
Continuing to preach precision, Pat sends 

his best regards to all. Look for 
contributions from Pat in future issues! 

Edward J. Cancio is affiliated with the Department of Special Education, Utah State University, UMC 65, Logan, UT 84322-
2865, where he is completing his doctorate. Dr. Michael Maloney founded The Learning Center, a private school combining 
Direct Instruction with Precision Teaching. He can be contacted at 28 Isabel1 Street, Belleville, Ontario, Canada K8N5A5. 
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Teaching Students How to Proficiently Utilize the 
Standard Celeration Chart 

Edward J. Cancio and Michael Maloney 

Precision Teaching has complemented other instructional methods with some of the most powerful applications combining 
Precision Teaching and Direct Instruction. A 1982 article in this Journal by the second author described a Direct Instruction 
program to teach students to proficiently chart the Standard Celeration Chart. Further development of the Direct Instruction 
program, including procedures and actual lesson plans, is presented below. 

Procedure 
1 .  Arranging the Environment. Seat the 
students in a semi-circle, close enough to the 
teacher, so that slhe can easily touch any learner. 
Position those who are likely to perform well at 
the ends of the semi-circle or in a second row. 
Place those who are likely to have difficulty 
directly in front of the teacher. Ensure that the 
teacher can observe each student respond. If the 
group is too large to work as one unit, divide it 
into two or three groups. The students with the 
most deficits should be in the smallest group. 
While the teacher instructs one group, the others 
groups can work on individual seat assignments. 

2. Pacing. Students attend significantly better 
to high-paced instruction (200+ wdslmin) than 
they do to low-paced instruction (Hofmeister & 
Lubke, 1990). Slow-paced instruction allows 
students to acquire new skills and still have time 
to attend to other stimuli in the environment 
(e.g., coins in pocket) and promotes off-task 
behaviors. 

3. Signals. With group instruction, the teacher 
must ensure that each student is initiating hislher 
own response and not merely modeling behavior 
of fellow students. A student may give the 
erroneous impression that heishe has mastered 
the task. This can result in uneasiness for the 
learner and frustration for the teacher. 
Engelman's Direct Instruction model uses signals 
as stimuli to initiate the responses of the group in 
unison. Typically, the teacher will hold a hand, 
with palm facing outwards toward the group, 
while the task directive is delivered. This is 
followed by a verbal prompt ("Ready") and a half 
second pause. The teacher then drops the hand 

quickly as a signal for students to respond. It is 
crucial that the period of time between the 
"Ready" signal and the "Do It" signal be kept 
consistent, so that students can respond in 
unison. The period of time between the task 
signal and the "Ready" signal should be varied to 
heighten attending behavior. 

Periodically students will respond before or after 
the "Do It" signal, instead of in unison. The 
proper correction procedure is simply to say that 
someone was too quick or too late and to repeat 
the sequence, reinforcing those who were 
responding correctly. 

4. Corrections. Students will make errors in 
even the most proficient teaching sequence. 
Corrections must be immediate, continuous and 
effective to insure rapid and efficient learning. 
Engelmann provides a number of correction 
procedures depending on the type of error 
(Engelmann, 1975, Unit 3). Errors are 
minimized by a three-part sequence in which the 
correct response is demonstrated (model), then 
practiced with the children (lead), and then 
checked for learning (test). This sequence is 
designed so that children can successfully 
respond. 

5. Presenting Materials. A large wall 
version of the Daily Standard Celeration Chart, a 
mylar transparency of the daily Standard 
Celeration Chart displayed on an overhead 
projector, or the probe sheets provided in this 
article can be used to teach students how to 
proficiently chart data. 



- - - 

6. Presenting the Tasks. Teachers may look 
at the following lessons and believe they are too 
long or too technical for their students; 
however, this procedure has been used by the 
authors of this article with students classified as 
moderately mentally retarded, learning disabled, 
and emotionally/behaviorally disordered. The 
teacher should first decide on how to best present 
the tasks. This procedure can usually be taught 
in a week with students responding proficiently 
on all the tasks, spending up to 45 minutes a day 
including timings. Students with serious 
academic discrepancies may take up to two 
weeks. Daily review will reinforce the children's 
learning of concepts and operations. 

The following summary suggestions may assist 
in teaching the procedures: 

Arrange the students in a semi-circle close 
enough in order for the teacher to be able to 
touch the ones in front of himher. 

, Place the students who will require the 
greatest amount of attention directly in front 
of the teacher in the front row; place the best 
learners at ends and in the second row; break 
up companions in the group by establishing a 
seating plan. 
The teacher or coach should be familiar with 
the lessons before attempting to teach them. 
Arrange daily sessions to cover the materials 
quickly and easily. 
Give practice sessions until students reach the 
aims on charting; one-minute counting 
periods work well. 
Keep data on how well students are learning 
to chart; count corrects and incorrects placed 
on the Chart per minute as the dependent 
variable. 
Each student who can chart learns better, has 
more control over learning, can become a 
monitor for the self, and other students, and 
can become a decision-maker. Each student 
who can chart saves precious classroom time 
and teacher energy. 

The Presentation. Lesson Plans are 
presented on the following pages. Bold type 
indicate what the teacher or coach says. 
Directions for behavior of the teacher or coach 
are in parentheses. 

Glossary Terms 

Signal--cue to group to respond in unison (e.g., 
dropping hand or pointing to learning picture). 

Repeat until firm--when all students have 
mastered the task. 

R+--specific reinforcement (e.g., "I really like 
how the class is responding together.") 
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Lesson Plan One 

USE CHART 1 

1. Charting behaviors above the 1line: 

(Touch the 1 line on Chart 1.) This is the 1line. There's a rule about this line. Any 
behavior that occurs more than one time in a minute is charted above this line. 
Listen again. (Pause) Any behavior that happens more than one time in a minute is 
charted above this 1ine.Say it with me. Ready? (Signal) Any behavior that 
happens more than one time in a minute is charted above the 1line. (Repeat 
until firm.) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
(Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

2. Charting behaviors below the 1line: 

New Rule. Listen. My turn. (Touch the 1 line.) This is the 1line. Any behavior 
that happens less than one time in a minute is charted below this line. Listen 
again. Any behavior that happens less than one time in a minute is charted below 
this 1ine.Say the rule with me. Ready? (Pause and signal) Any behavior that 
happens less than one time in a minute is charted below this line. (Repeat until 
firm.) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat 
until firm; give individual turns.) 

3. Charting behaviors on the 1line: 

New Rule. Listen. My turn. A behavior that happens one time in one minute is 
charted on the 1line. Listen again. A behavior that happens one time in one 
minute is charted on the 1line. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) A 
behavior that happens one time in one minute is charted on the 1line. (Repeat until 
firm.) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm; give individual turns.) 

4. Students discriminate dots above, below and on the 1 line: 

(Touch the 1st dot on Chart 1.) Look at this dot. Tell me if it is above the 1line, 
below the 1line or on the 1line. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Above the 1line. 
(R+) (Touch the 2nd dot.) Now look at this dot. Is this dot above the 1line? 
That's correct. (Repeat for dots 1 - 20; give individual turns with dots 21 - 40.) 

USE CHART 2 

5 .  Students learn day lines rule: 

New Rule. Listen. My turn. Lines that go up and down are day lines. Listen 
again. Lines that go up and down are day lines. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) Lines that go up and down are day lines. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. 
Say the rule about day lines. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) ' Lines that go up and down 
are day lines. (R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 
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6 .  Students discriminate day lines and non-day lines: 

I'm going to touch some lines on the Chart. Tell me if they are day lines or not 
day lines. If I touch a day line, say "day line". If I touch a line that is not a day 
line, say "no". What do you say if I touch a day line? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) " 
Day line" (R+) and what do you say if I touch a line that is not a day line? Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) "No" (R+) (Touch line #1 on Chart #2.) Is this a day line? Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) "Day line" (R+) (Touch line #2 on Chart #2.) Look at this line? 
Ready? (Pause) (Signal) "No" (R+) (Repeat with lines 3 - 30 on Chart and until students are 
firm.) 

7. Students learn rule about Sunday lines: 

New rule. My turn. Listen. Fat lines that go up and down are Sunday lines. 
Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Fat lines that go up and down are 
Sunday lines. Say it with me again. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Fat lines that go up 
and down are Sunday lines. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say the rule about 
Sunday lines. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

USE CHART 3 

8. Students discriminate Sunday and non-Sunday lines: 

I'm going to touch some lines on the Chart. Tell me if they are Sunday lines or 
not Sunday lines. If I touch a Sunday line say,"Sunday line". Very good. And 
what will you say if I touch a line that is not a Sunday line? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) "No1' (R+) (Touch line #1 on Chart #3.) Is this a Sunday line? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) "No" Good. That is not a Sunday line. (Touch line #2.) Is this a Sunday 
line? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) "Sunday line" (R+) (Touch lines 3 to 20; repeat until firm; 
give individual turns.) 

USE ENLARGED 6 CYCLE MYLAR 

9. Students discriminate day lines by name: 

What day comes after Sunday? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) "Monday" (R+) So what 
day line comes after a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "A Monday line". (R+) 
Say the days of the week. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Clap for each day; repeat until firm; 
give individual turns.) I'm going to touch day lines, and say their names. My turn. 
Watch. (Touch a Sunday line on Chart), Sunday. (Touch a Monday line), Monday. (Repeat 
in order for each day of the week.) Say the names of the day lines with me. (Touch a 
Sunday line); Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Sunday. (Touch the Monday line); Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) Monday. (Repeat for all days of the week.) Your turn to say the day lines 
when I touch them. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Touch a Sunday line); Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (Repeat for all days in order until students are firm; give individual turns.) 
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Students discriminate days lines in random order: 

I'm going to touch some dots on day lines, and say the name of the day line. 
Watch. (Touch dot #I.) My turn. What day? Monday. My turn again. (Touch dot 
#2.) What day? Tuesday (Repeat for several more dots.) Tell me what day line each of 
these dots are on. When I touch the dot, say the name of the day line with me. 
(Touch dot #I.) What day line is the dot on? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) "Monday" (R+) 
Now it's your turn. When I touch the dot, you tell me what day line it is on. 
Look a t  this dot. What day? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch dot #I.) "Monday" (R+) 
(Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

Student will identify if dot is below, under or on the one line for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 30 to 40 instances per minute. 

Student will discriminate if lines are day lines or nonday lines for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 30 to 40 instances per minute. 

Student will discriminate Sunday lines from non-Sunday lines for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 30 to 40 instances per minute. 

Student will identify day lines in random order for a one minute sample. If done early, have 
student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Student will identify day lines that have dots on them for a one minute sample. If done early, have 
student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Correction Procedure: (After error) No, that is not correct. (Correct them, and 
start from the beginning) 



Lesson Plan Two 

1. Vocabulary - Celeration 

New Word. My turn. Listen. Acceleration. If behavior is increasing, it is 
called acceleration. Listen again. If behavior is increasing, it is called 
accelerationSay it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) If behavior is increasing, it 
is called acceleration. Great. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say the definition by 
yourself. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

2. Review of lesson plan one: 

Let's say the rule about any behavior above the 1 line together. Ready? ((Pause) 
(Signal) Any behavior that occurs more than one time in a minute is charted above 
this line. (Repeat until firm.) Now it's your turn. Say the rule by yourself. (Repeat 
until firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the rule about any behavior below the one 
line together. This is the 1 line. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Any behavior that 
happens less than one time in a minute is charted below this line. (Repeat until 
firm.) Now it's your turn. Say the rule by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat 
until firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the rule about a behavior that happens one 
time in a minute together. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) A behavior that 
happens one time in one minute is charted on the 1line. Ready? (Repeat until firm.) 
Now it's your turn. Say the rule by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm; give individual turns.) Look at these dots, and tell me if they're above or below 
the 1line. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the 
rule about day lines together. Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) Lines that 
go up and down are day lines. (Repeat until firm.) Now it's your turn. Say the rule 
by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Students, 
tell me if these are day lines or non-day lines. If I touch a day line, say "day 
line". If I touch a line that is not a day line, say "no" .(Pause) (Signal) Let's say the 
rule about Sunday lines together. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Fa t  
lines that go up and down are Sunday lines. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say the 
rule about Sunday lines. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual 
turns.) I'm going to touch some lines on the Chart. Tell me if they are Sunday 
lines or not Sunday lines. If I touch a Sunday line, say "Sunday line". If I touch 
a line that is not a Sunday line, say "no". (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give 
individual turns.) I'm going to touch some day lines, you tell me the days. Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

3. Students see and say counting lines: 

New rule. My turn. Listen. Lines that go across are counting lines. Listen 
again. Lines that go across are counting lines. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) "Lines that go across are counting lines". (R+) (Repeat until firm.) Your 
turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm.) 



USE CHART 4 

4. Students learn to discriminate counting lines: 

I'm going to touch some lines. Tell me if I touch a counting line or a line that is 
not a counting line. (Touch a Sunday line.) Is this a counting line? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (R+) (Touch a counting line.) Is this a counting line? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
(R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

5. Students learn about counting cycles: 

Listen. New Rule. My turn. Big numbers in the margin that start with 1 tell you 
what to count by and what to count from. Listen again. Big numbers in the 
margin that start with 1 tell you what to count by and what to count from. I'll 
say the 1st part; then you'll say the last part with me. Big numbers in the margin 
that start with 1 . . . Ready? (Pause) (Signal) . . . tell you what to count by and 
what to count from. (Repeat until firm.) Now I will say the last part of the rule, and 
you say the 1st part of the rule. . . . tell you what to count by and what to count 
from. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Big numbers in the margin that start with 1 . . . 
(Repeat until firm.) Now say the whole rule with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat 
until firm.)Your turn. Say the whole rule all by yourselves. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
(Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

USE 6 CYCLE MYLAR 

6 .  Students counting on the counting lines: 

(Point to the number 1.) What is this big number? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) What 
does it tell you to count by? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) What does it tell you to 
count from? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+). My turn to count the lines. Ready? 
(Touch the 1 line and each successive line up to 10 while counting.) Count the lines with me. 
(Touch the 1 line.) Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Say value of each counting line from 1 to 10 as 
you touch it.) All by yourselves. Count the lines. (Touch the 1 line.) Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns; use this sequence for 10-100 and 100- 
1000.) 

USE PRACTICE CHART MYLAR 

7. Students see and say counting line scores: 

I'm going to touch some dots on counting lines. When I touch the dot, you tell 
me the score. Watch closely. (Touch the 1st dot on the practice Chart.) What is this 
score? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) ' (R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 
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Students see and say day line and score: 

New rule. Now you must figure out the day, and the score for each dot. My 
turn. Watch. (Touch the 1st dot on the practice Chart.) What day? Monday. What 
score? One. Do it with me. (Touch 1st dot.) What day? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
Monday. What score? One. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Tuesday. What score? Two. 
(Repeat for all in the 1st three weeks of the practice Chart.) All by yourselves. (Touch the 1st 
dot on the practice Chart.) Tell me what day this dot is on. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
What score? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) Next dot. First tell me the day, then tell 
me the score. What day? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) What score? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (Repeat until firm;give individual turns.) 

Students estimate value of scores: 

(Touch a dot on the 10 line.) Tell me this score. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Touch a dot on 
the 20 line.) Tell me this score. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Touch a value of 15) Look 
a t  this dot. Is this score greater than lo? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) Look 
again. Is this dot greater than 20? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) Look again. Is 
this dot greater than 20? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) This dot is halfway between 
10 and 20. What is this score? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Touch a dot with value 
of 17.) Look at this dot. Is this score greater than 15? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) I s  
this score greater than 20? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) So this dot is halfway 
between 15 and 20. What is this score? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Touch a dot 
with a value of 19.) Look at this dot. Is this score greater than 20? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (R+) What is this score? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat until firm;give individual 
turns.) 

Student will discriminate counting lines from non-counting lines for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Student will count numbers on the margin of the Chart on each cycle (1-10,lO-100,100-1000) 
for a one minute sample. If done early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 
instances per minute. 

Student will identify what scores dots represent on the Chart for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 60 instances per minute. 

Student will identify what scores and days are represented by the dots for a one minute sample. If 
done early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 60 instances per minute. 

Correction Procedure: (After error) No, that is not correct. (Correct them and 
start from the beginning) 



Lesson Plan Three 

1. Vocabulary - Record Floors, Celeration: 

New word. M y  turn. Listen. Record floor. A record floor tells me how long 
the measuremdnt lasted. Listen again. The record floor is how long the 
measurement lasted. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) A record floor tells 
me how long the measurement lasted. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say definition 
by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

2.  Follow same procedure with definition of celeration (if behavior is increasing or decreasing, it is 
called celeration). 

3. Review of previous lessons: 

Let's say the rule about counting lines together. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Lines 
that go across are counting lines. (Repeat until firm.) Now it's your turn. Say the 
rule by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 
Student tells me if this is a counting line by stating counting line or no. (Pause) 
(Signal) Let's say the rule about counting cycles together. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
Big numbers in the margin that start with 1tell you what to count by and what to 
count from. (Repeat until firm.) Now it's your turn. Say the rule by yourself. 
Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Students, tell me what 
this number tells you to count by. (Pause) (Signal) Students, tell me the scores 
represented by dots on the counting lines. (Pause) (Signal) Students, tell me the 
day and score for each dot. (Pause) (Signal) Estimate value of dots on the counting line. 
Students tell me the day and score for -each dot. (Pause) (Signal) 

USE CHART 5 

4. Students see and say directions of celerations: 

(Touch a score of 150 on the 6th week of Chart 5.) Look at this score. Can you tell me if 
this score is exactly 150 or exactly 152? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
(Touch a score of 175.) Can you tell me this exact score? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) 
(Repeat for several scores on successive day lines.) Listen. It is not important to be able 
to tell the exact score. I t  is more important to be able to say if the scores are 
going up, going down, or staying the same. (Touch this group of dots.) Are these 
dots going up, going down, or staying the same? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Touch the 
2nd group of scores.) Are these dots going up, going down, or staying the same? 
Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat for all groups of dots on Chart 5.) (Repeat until firm; give 
individual turns.) 
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USE CHART 6 

5 .  Student see and say record floors: 

My turn. New rule. Listen. A record floor tells me how long the measurement 
lasted. Listen again. A record floor tells me how long the measurement lasted. 
Say the rule about a record floor with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) A record floor 
tells me how long the measurement lasted. (Repeat until firm.) All by yourselves. 
Say the rule about what a record floor tells. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat 
until firm; give individual turns.) How many times does one minute happen in one 
minute? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) One minute happens one time in one minute, so 
we put the record floor on the 1 line. (Draw in record floor.) How many times does 
30 seconds happen in one minute? Ready? (Pause and signal) That's right, 2 
times. So if the measurement lasted for 30 seconds, we put the record floor on 
the 2 line. How many times does 20 seconds happen in one minute? Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) That's correct, 3 times. So we put the record floor on the 3 line. 
How many times does 15 seconds happen in one minute? Ready? (Pause and signal) 
So where do we put the record floor? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) I'm going to 
touch some record floors on the Chart. You tell me how long the measurement 
lasted. (Touch 1 minute record floor.) How long was this measurement? Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) (Touch each record floor on Chart 6 and repeat the instruction; repeat until firm; 
give individual turns.) 

USE CHART 7 

6 .  Student learns to identify Chart symbols: 

Listen. We mark corrects with a dot ( 0 )  and incorrects with an x (x). Listen 
again. (Repeat rule.). Say the rule with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm.) Your turn to say the rule about dots and x's. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) 
(Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Repeat the above sequence for each of these concepts: 
A question mark under the record floor tells me there were zero learning 
opportunities. A straight line across day lines tells me the record floor. A caret 
with a line through it is an aim star. (Repeat until mastery is reached.) 
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USE 3 CYCLE MYLAR 

Students learn labels for charts: 

Look at the bottom of the Chart. (Chart 6) There are labels for you to fill in to 
help keep your Charts more organized. I'm going to teach you what goes in each 
blank above each label. Look at the blank that says behaver. (Touch behaver.) This 
blank is where you put your name because you are the behaver. Listen again. 
This blank is where you put your name because you are the behaver. Your turn. 
What do I write in this blank? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) Look at this blank. This 
label says age. So in this blank write how old you are. What do I write in this 
blank marked age. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) 

Repeat the above sequence for each of these concepts: 
School tells what school you go to. 
Manager tells who looks after your Charts and who helps you make decisions. 
Grade tells you what grade you are in. 
Pinpoint tells you what's being measured. (SeeISay, SeeIWrite, ThinWSay, etc.) 

I'm going to touch some labels. You tell me what the label says and what goes in 
the blank above the label. First tell me what the label says; then tell me what 
goes in the blank. (Touch behaver.) What does this label say? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) Yes, behaver. And what do you write in this blank above the word 
behaver. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) And what do you write in this blank above 
the word age? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat for all other labels until students are 
firm; give individual turns.) 

Students will identify if celeration is going up, down or across for a one minute sample. If 
done early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Have student identify the length of the record floor for a one minute sample. If done early, have 
student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Have student identify Chart symbols for a one minute sample. If done early, have student start 
from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Have student identify labels and state what goes on those blanks for a one minute sample. If done 
early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 40 to 60 instances per minute. 

Correction Procedure: (After error) ( Say) No, that is not correct. (Correct 
them and start from the beginning) 





Lesson Plan Four 

1. Vocabulary 
Acceleration - If behavior is increasing, it is called acceleration. 
Deceleration - If behavior is decreasing, it is called deceleration. 
Record Floor - A record floor tells me how long the measurement lasted. 
Aim Star - An ending goal indicating an aim date and rate. 
Aim - An ending goal set for an individual child. 
Rate - How fast you can do something (frequency count per unit of time). 
Performance - How well you are doing. 
Proficiency - A performance level where you are certain you can do a task. 
Learning Channels - The way in which you receive information (math sheet or book). 
Pinpoint - A way to define the behavior being measured. 
Intervention - Instructional decision to help a student master a skill. 
Slice Back - Make the task easier. 

New word. My turn. Listen. Say it with me. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm.) Your turn. Say definitions by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm; give individual turns.) 

2. Review of previous lessons: 

Tell me if dots are going up, down or staying the same. (Pause) (Signal) Let's say 
the rule about the record floor together. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) A record floor 
tells me how long the measurement lasted. (Repeat until firm.) Now it's your turn. 
Say the rule by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual 
turns) Now tell me how long these measurements lasted. (Pause) (Signal) 

Tell me what these symbols stand for: 
A- (Pause) (Signal) 
? (Pause) (Signal) 

(Pause) (Signal) 
;(pause) (Signal) 
Tell me what the different labels stand for. (Pause) (Signal) 

USE CHART 8 

3. Students discriminate instances, zero, and non-instances of corrects: 

(Touch the 1st series of dots on Chart 8.) Look at these dots. Are these dots going up, 
going down or going across? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat sequence for each 
set of dots on Chart 8 until firm; give individual turns.) 

4. Students discriminate instances, zero, and non-instances of errors: 

(Touch the 1st series of x's on Chart 8) Look at  these x's. Are these x's going up, 
going down, or going across? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat sequence for each 
set of x's on Chart 8 until firm; give individual turns.) 
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5 .  Students learn the rule for learning: 

Listen. Here's a new rule. You are learning when corrects go up and when 
errors go down or stay the same. Listen again. You are learning when corrects 
go up and when errors go down or stay the same. Say the rule with me. Ready? 
(Pause) (Signal) You are learning when corrects go up and when errors go down or 
stay the same. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say the rule about when you are 
learning. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

6. Students learn the rule for non-learning: 

Here's a new rule. You are not learning if corrects are going down, across or  if 
errors are going up. My turn to say the rule. Listen. You are not learning if 
corrects are going down, across, or if errors are going up. Say the rule with me. 
Ready? (Pause and signal) You are not learning if corrects are going down, across, 
or if errors are going up. (Repeat until firm.) Your turn. Say the rule about when 
you are not learning. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat until firm; give individual 
turns.) 

USE CHART-BASED DECISION RULES OVERHEAD 

7. Students learn Chart-based decision rules: 

Let's say the rule about reaching aim for two out of three consecutive days. 
Ready? (Pause) (Signal) When you are at aim for two out three consecutive days, 
you need to intervene. (Repeat until firm.) Now it is your turn. Say the rule by 
yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the 
rule about three days of flat data. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) When you have three 
consecutive days of flat data, you need to intervene. (Repeat until firm.) Now it is 
your turn. Say the rule by yourself. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give 
individual turns.) Let's say the rule about minimum celeration of < x1.5 for 
corrects. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) When your weekly celeration is below x1.5, 
you need to intervene. (Repeat until firm.) Now it is your turn. Say the rule by 
yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the 
rule about corrects deceleration. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) When you have three 
consecutive days of corrects deceleration, you need to intervene. (Repeat until firm.) 
Now it is your turn. Say the rule by yourself. Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until 
firm; give individual turns.) Let's say the rule about error celeration. Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) When you have three consecutive days of error celeration, you need to 
intervene. (Repeat until firm.) Now it is your turn. Say the rule by yourself. 
Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until firm; give individual turns.) 

USE CHART-BASED DECISION RULES MYLAR 

8. Students discriminate instances when Chart-based decision rules are being broken: 

(Touch the 1st series of dots on Chart-based decision rules mylar) Look at these learning 
pictures. Which Chart-based decision rule is being broken? Ready? (Pause) 
(Signal) (R+) (Repeat sequence for each set of Chart-based decision until firm; give individual 
turns.) 
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USE CHART 9 

9. Students learn to interpret learning pictures: 

Listen. I'm going to touch some learning pictures on the Chart. Look to see if 
the person is learning. (Touch the 1st learning picture on Chart 9.) Are the corrects 
going up, down or across? Are the errors going up, down or across? Is this 
person learning or not learning? Ready? (Pause) (Signal) (R+) (Repeat until firm; 
give individual turns.) 

10. Students learn to calculate change in performance: 

I'm going to show you how to calculate change in performance. What am I going 
to show you? (Pause) (Signal) That's right, how to calculate change in 
performance. Step one is to rank order .your two weekly scores from largest to 
smallest. What is step one? (Pause) (Signal) That's right . Rank order your scores 
from largest to smallest. Step two is to select a median for week one and two. A 
median is the middle score. (If you have five data points, it is your third score; if 
you have four data points, you average scores 2 and 3.) What is step two? 
(Pause) (Signal) That's right. Select a median for week one and two. Step three is 
divide your smaller score into your larger score. Corrects are referred to as times 
(x1.8) and errors are referred to as divide by (4.0). (Pause) (Signal) What is step 
three? (Pause) (Signal) That's right. Divide your smaller score into your larger 
score. Now let's calculate change in performance together. Let's look a t  corrects 
first. What do I do first? (Pause) (Signal) That's right, we need to rank order the 
corrects for week one and week two, (Pause) (Signal), from largest to smallest. 
What do we do next? (Pause) (Signal) That's right. We need to select the median 
score for week one and two. What are they? (Pause and signal) That's right, 75 
and 110. What do we do next? (Pause) (Signal) That's right. We divide the 
smaller score into the larger score. What is the celeration from week one to week 
two? (Pause) (Signal) That's right. x1.5. Now let's look a t  errors. What do I do 
first? (Pause) (Signal) That's right. We need to rank order the errors for week one 
and week two, (Pause) (Signal), from largest to smallest. What do we do next? 
(Pause) (Signal) That's right. We need to select the median score for week one and 
two. What are they? (Pause) (Signal) That's right, 3 and 1. What do we do next? 
(Pause) (Signal) That's right. We divide the smaller score into the larger score. 
What is the deceleration from week one to week two? (Pause) (Signal) That's right, 
+3.0. 
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1 1. Students drop dots and x's on the Chart: 

Give each student a Standard Celeration Chart and instruct each to fill in the labels. Check to see if 
charting was done correctly. Have them drop the dots and x's on their Chart. 

12. Have students tell if dots are going up, down or across for a one minute sample. If done early, 
have student start from the beginning. Aim is 60-1-instances per minute. 

I 13. Have student tell if X's are going up, down or across. for a one minute sample. If done early, 
have student start from the begi~ing.  Aim is 60-t instances per minute. 

14. Have students tell which learning pictures is breaking which Chart-based decision rule for a one 
minute sample. If done early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 60+instances per 
minute. 

15. Have student state if learning pictures are going up, down or across, and if the person is learning 
for a one minute sample. If done early, have student start from the beginning. Aim is 60-t 
instances per minute. 

1 

16. Have student drop dots on Standard Celeration Chart for a one minute sample. If done early, have 
student start from the beginning, 30 - 40 instances per minute. 

17. Students chart data: 
Now take out a new Chart and the probe sheet I gave you earlier. First, fill out 
the bottom of the Chart. (Check student responses) Now, set your Chart aside. 
Now, take out the probe sheet and get ready to time me for a one minute 
measurement. After the timing, chart how well I did. 

. Correction Procedure: (After error) No, that is not correct. (Correct them and 
start from the beginning.) 
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Repeated Readings and Precision Teaching: Increasing 
Reading Fluency and Comprehension in Sixth Through 

Twelfth Grade Boys with Emotional Disabilities 

Annie Lou Polk and April D. Miller 

Repeated readings were used as a method for increasing the oral reading fluency and comprehension of 5 male students, in 
grades 6 through 12, with emotional disabilities. Students read a passage repeatedly and were timed twice per day on the 
passage using 1-minute counting periods. This study also examined the students' comprehension of the story by counting the 
number of facts or ideas correctlincorrect recalled during a daily 1-minute retelling of the story. Students were moved to new 
passages when they reached their fluency aim on the previous passage. Student aims ranged from 140 to 200 words read 
correctly per minute, with 5 or fewer errors. Repeated reading and retelling frequencies were charted daily. Additionally, 
previously unread passages at the same reading level were assessed across the study for generalization of the fluent reading 
behaviors. Repeated readings were functionally related to an increase in the number of words read correctly per minute, a 
decrease in the number of words read incorrectly per minute, and an increase in the number facts retold correctly per minute. 
The effect of repeated readings on the transfer of reading fluency to new passages was inconclusive. 

Reading has long been considered one of the Heibert, Scott, and Wilkinson (1984), in 
most important skills that a child needs to learn Becoming a Nation of Readers, defined reading 
(Dewalt, Rhyne-Winkler, & Rubel, 1993). as the process of constructing meaning from 
However, identifying the most effective method written texts (p. 7). The students' knowledge and 
for teaching reading instruction continues to visual cues from the text work together to 
generate controversy (Bracey, 1992). The produce meaning. The good reader must be 
controversy is not a new issue, as noted in the familiar with the code (print) in order to attack 
1887 writings of G. Stanley Hall (cited in (read) it, and this attack must be fluent in order 
Farber, 1985) concerning the teaching of reading: for meaning to result. Fluency in reading is 

assessed by measuring speed and accuracy. 
phere is] growing agreement that there is Fowler (1993) stated that fluency is critical 
no one and only orthodox way of because if reading rate falls below 200 words per 
teaching and learning this greatest and minute, meaning (comprehension) is greatly 
hardest of all arts, in which ear, mouth, reduced. 
eye, and hand, must in turn train the other 
to automatic perfection (p. 246). Binder (1992) stated that "fluency (what 

cognitive psychologists call automaticity) is 
The research over the one hundred years since associated with retention and maintenance of 
Hall's time has not supported one method of skills and knowledge endurance or resistance to 
teaching reading exclusively over another distractions, and application or transfer of 
(Bracey, 1992). It seems a major factor in training" (p. 40). Most children come to school 
learning to read was the teacher, her ability to with some knowledge of the conventions of the 
motivate the students, and the degree to which reading process, but the transformation to 
the teacher implemented the curriculum to meet become fast, accurate readers requires a history 
student needs (Dewalt et al., 1993). of engagement with text over time, better known 

as practice (Reynolds, 1993). Binder (1990) 
If reading instruction is to be effective and argues that practice leads to fluent performances, 
responsive, teachers must understand what and fluent performances result in the subsequent 
reading is and what good readers do. Anderson, feeling we call confidence. 



One technique teachers have used to increase 
fluent reading performance is repeated practices 
of the same passage, a technique referred to as 
repeated readings. Chomsky (1976) and Samuels 
(1979) found repeated readings to be an effective 
strategy for improving reading fluency. Even the 
report Becoming a Nation of Readers (Anderson 
et al., 1984) suggests that: 

Repeated reading deserves consideration 
as an alternative to the conventional 
practice of having children read aloud 
new material every day. No one would 
expect a novice pianist to sight read a new 
selection every day, but that is exactly 
what is expected of the beginning reader 
(P. 54). 

Recent studies using repeated readings have 
shown the repeated readings strategy to be 
effective with students from different ages and 
ability levels (Carver & Hoffman, 1981; 
Dowhower, 1987; Henk, Helfeldt, & Platt, 
1986; Herman, 1985; Rashotte & Torgesen, 
1985). Researchers at (or former students of) 
The Ohio State University have focused on 
measuring the effects of repeated readings using 
Precision Teaching. Carroll, McCormick, and 
Cooper (1991) used Precision Teaching to 
measure student progress and found repeated 
readings to be an effective instructional method 
for developing oral reading fluency in 
intermediate students with severe behavior 
disabilities and severe reading problems. 
Brosovich-McGurr (1991) used Precision 
Teaching and repeated readings to increase 
fluency and comprehension with secondary 
students with learning disabilities, while 
Sweeney (1992) with elementary academically at- 
risk students. Repeated readings and Precision 
Teaching were also used to increase oral reading 
fluency with an adult across 6 passages 
(Sweeney, Omness, Janusz, & Cooper; 1992). 
Daly and Guldswog (1992) using repeated 
readings with Precision Teaching, found general 
education students read at higher rates, with 
fewer errors, and reached aims in fewer sessions 
than students with learning disabilities. This 
study also found students with learning 
disabilities had higher celerations and higher 
overall performance changes with the repeated 
reading intervention. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the 
relationship of repeated readings of passages on 
the fluency and comprehension of students with 
emotional disabilities. The present study follows 
the work of these researchers from The Ohio 
State University (e.g., Brosovich-McGurr, 1991; 
Carroll et al., 1991; Sweeney et al., 1992) in the 
area of repeated readings as measured with 
Precision Teaching. Although this study follows 
many of the rules for conducting single-subject 
research, it is important to understand the main 
purpose of this project was to improve the 
fluency and comprehension of students through 
informed data-based decision-making, Precision 
Teaching. 

Method 

Participants 
Five male students, 11 to 18 years old, from a 
classroom for students with emotional disabilities 
(EmD) served as participants for this study. The 
classroom from which participants were selected 
contained both self-contained and resource room 
students with EmD. Selection of students was 
based on disability (EmD) and need for 
improvement in reading fluency and 
comprehension, as reflected by baseline 
measurements and reading achievement level 
determined from the Brigance Diagnostic 
Inventory of Essential Skills (Brigance, 1981). 
Table 1 shows the gender, age, grade placement, 
socioeconomic status, ethnicity, IQ score, and 
reading achievement level for each participant. 

Setting 
This study took place in a rural public school in 
South Mississippi. The repeated readings were 
conducted in the students' classroom. The study 
was conducted at an 8-foot reading table placed 
on one side of the classroom. The first author, a 
graduate student in special education, served as 
the teacher for these students and conducted the 
study, tutoring and timing for each student. 



\ 

Student Gender Age Grade S E S ~  Ethnicity I Q ~  Reading levelC 

5 M 18 12 L AA 78 4.0 
a L= low SES, M = middle SES, as determined by free lunch eligibility. IQ as measured by Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children- 

Revised (Wechsler. 1974).= Reading grade level as determined by Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Essential Skills. 

During the readings, the teacher was responsible 
I L Procedures for timing, scoring, and audio tape recording the 

students' performances. A digital kitchen timer 
was used to time the students. This timer had a 

Reading passages were selected from the SRA count-down feature and signaled the beginning 
Power Builder Series (Parker, 1991). The and end of the timed period with beeps. This 
passages were rated for reading level using the provided accurate timing and allowed for 
Fry Readability Formula (Fry, 1977). To allow accuracy checks by a second independent
enough room for improvement of performance observer, via audio tape recordings. During the 
and to add sufficient challenge to the readings, readings, the teacher marked a copy of the story 
passages were selected at 6 months to 1 year with student miscues. The markings included I 

higher than the reading grade level for each coding of all student errors, insertions,
student. Baseline reading rates were established substitutions, repetitions, omissions, hesitations, 
by having each student read orally from a and the beginning and ending of the 1-minute 
previously unseen passage for one minute. After timing. Each word read correctly was counted, as 

I the timing, the student completed reading the were learning opportunities (i. e., errors). Any 
passage, then was asked to retell as much of the deviation from the printed passage was coded 
story as he could in one minute. The baseline and counted as a word read incorrectly. The same 
phase continued, with the student reading a new system for marking was used by the second 
passage each day, until a trend was established observer on clean copies of the stories as 
after 3 to 5 days. Since students with EmD often accuracy checks once per week throughout the 
display inconsistency in performance, large study.
patterns of variability were also considered to be 
an overall baseline trend. Aims for the students In the intervention phase of the study, the first 
were determined in a conference between the day of reading on each passage was treated 
teacher and each student after the baseline phase exactly like' baseline: the student read a new 
and ranged from 140 to 200 correct words per passage, was timed for 1 minute, completed 
minute. reading the story, then had 1 minute to retell the 

facts from the story. The repeated readings phase 



actually began on the second day, when the 
student actually reread the passage for the first 
time. On this second day of the intervention, the 
teacher spent between 5 and 10 minutes with the 
student reviewing and instructing the student on 

I reading errors made on the previous day. In this 
instructional period, the teacher used teacher- 
made flash cards with highlighted cues to assist I with word pronunciation. The flash card 
procedure was instituted to ensure the student 
made corrections to miscues made in reading. 
After the instruction, the student was given 2 
opportunities to orally read, using the 1-minute 
timing procedure. The student then finished 
reading the selection and was given 1 minute to 
retell the facts and ideas from the story. The 
student repeated the same passage using this 
procedure, until aim was met. Instruction with 
flash cards was repeated each day the student 
remained on that passage. The best 1-minute 
timing of the two timings, based on the correct 
rate, was recorded on the Chart for that day. 

Generalization probes were taken once per week 
across the study. These probes were conducted 
exactly as readings during the baseline, on new 
passages each week. They were conducted to 
examine if any improved reading fluency or 
comprehension was transferred to previously 
unread passages at equivalent reading levels. 

Interviews were used to gather information about 
the social validity of the intervention. Students 
and parents were informally asked to discuss the 
project with the teacher at the completion of the 
study. Students also had an individual conference 
with the teacher about the intervention and how 
they believed it affected their reading ability. 

The study lasted for a period of 13 weeks. 
Baseline data were collected for 1 week, repeated 
readings intervention lasted 9 weeks, and 
generalization probes were conducted once per 
week during the study and for an additional 3 
weeks after the study. 

Results 

Data obtained from each of the 5 students during 
the baseline and repeated reading conditions are 

presented in Charts 1A-5C. Each student's data 
are presented on 3 Charts, labeled A, B, and C. 
On each figure, the following data are provided: 
A) the number of words read correctly and 
incorrectly per minute, B) the number of 
comprehension facts retold correctly or 
incorrectly per minute, and C) the number of 
words read correctly/incorrectly and number of 
comprehension facts retold correctly/incorrectly 
per minute on novel passages (generalization). 

The number of correct and incorrect words 
followed similar celeration across the students 
(see Charts labeled A). During the baseline 
condition, participants showed wide variability 
across the reading of new passages. The overall 
celeration of these baseline passages multiplied 
for Students 1 and 3, but divided for Students 2, 
4, and 5. After the implementation of the 
instructional practice and repeated readings, all 
students showed an acceleration in words read 
correctly and a deceleration in words read 
incorrectly across each new passage. The 
students also demonstrated more consistent 
responding trends during the intervention 
condition than in baseline. 

The number of correct and incorrect facts retold 
followed trends that were similar across the 
students (see Charts labeled B). During baseline, 
all students showed inconsistent trends for 
retelling of facts from new passages. After 
implementing the intervention, the students 
demonstrated a jump up in the number of correct 
facts retold, accelerating or maintaining trends in 
the number of facts retold correctly, and 
consistently low numbers of errors in retelling. 
Although no student showed a high number of 
errors during baseline in the retellings, these rates 
were even lower during the intervention 
condition. 

Generalization probes revealed similar celeratious 
across students in performance on new passages 
(see Charts labeled C). On new passages, 
students showed maintaining celerations for the 
number of words read correctly and incorrectly, 
and for the number of correct and incorrect facts 
retold. A notable exception is Student 2, who 
showed an accelerating data rate related to the 
number of words read correctly, a slight 
acceleration in the number of facts retold 
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correctly, and a deceleration in the number of 
facts retold incorrectly. Student 5 also showed a 
decelerating trend in the number of facts retold 

, incorrectly on new passages. These data indicate 
that fluent reading, generated with repeated 
readings, did not generalize to new passages, 
except with Student 2. 

Interviews with the students revealed that all 
students liked the repeated readings and felt their 
reading improved as a result. Student 1 stated 
that although he liked the repeated readings and 
knew he got better at reading, he did not like 
being interrupted from his folder work (i.e., 
independent work) to move and read. When 
asked if they would like to do this kind of 
reading again, 4 of the 5 students responded 
positively, with Student 4 responding negatively. 

Parentslguardians of Students 1, 2, 3, and 5 
were shown the results of the study at an end of 
the year meeting. Student 4's parents did not 
attend. All parents in attendance reported 
improvements in reading at home, students more 
willing to attend school (Student 3 and 5), and 
increased confidence in reading (Student 5). The 
guardian of Student 2 said the difference in her 
child was overwhelming, because last year she 
"had to tell him every other word." She stated 
that the best part of the program was that, "he can 
tell me what the story was about!" One parent at 
the meeting, whose child did not participate in the 
project, requested her child receive reading 
instruction using this intervention next year, even 
insisting repeated readings be specified on the 
IEP. 

Discussion 

A functional relationship between reading,fluency 
and repeated reading was demonstrated. The 
number of words read correctly per minute 
steadily increased during the repeated readings, 
as the number of errors steadily decreased or 
maintained at low frequencies across all phases 
of the study. This compares with the results of 
other studies on repeated readings and suggests 
repeated readings are an important instructional 
method for increasing oral reading fluency (e.g., 

Anderson, 1984; Chomsky, 1978; Carroll et al., 
1991). 

This study furthers the literature base by 
demonstrating the effectiveness of repeated 
readings in affecting these improvements in the 
performance of students with EmD. Very few 
regressions (days when the correct rate was 
lower than the previous day) occurred during the 
intervention condition. Most of the regressions 
that did occur, took place after a weekend or 
when a student was having a particularly "bad 
day." For students with EmD, variability in 
performances or "bad days" are characteristic 
(Paul & Epanchin, 1991), but these were reduced 
with the use of repeated readings. Students 
demonstrated consistent performance gains 
across the intervention condition, even with a 
holiday break (often a very difficult time period 
for students with EmD) interrupting the study. 

Additionally, a functional relationship between 
reading comprehension and repeated reading was 
demonstrated. The number of facts correctly 
retold per minute increased and/or showed a 
jump up during the repeated readings, as the 
number of errors steadily decreased or 
maintained at low frequencies across all phases 
of the study. The jump up in the number of 
correct facts retold was particularly interesting. 
This jump up represents a large increase over 
comprehension in baseline or previous passages. 
On passages where this jump up was 
demonstrated (see Student 1, passage B and C; 
Student 2, passage C; and Student 3, passage B), 
the teacher reported that these students seemed to 
have "a different level of confidence." Students 
seemed more confident and comfortable with the 
task of retelling the story facts, but additionally 
these jumps seemed to occur with "bottoms up" 
improvements in the number of words read 
correctly on initial readings. This compares with 
the results of other studies on repeated readings, 
and suggests repeated readings are an important 
instructional method for increasing reading 
comprehension (e.g., Brosovich-McGurr, 1991; 
Dewalt et al., 1993; Fowler, 1993). 

Although this study also examined the transfer of 
fluent reading performance across new passages, 
the results were inconclusive. Only Student 2 



made significant gains in fluency across new 
passages. This effect may be due to the fact that 
Student 2 began the study with the lowest 
reading level, 1.0 grade level. Student 2 also 
seemed to make the largest gains in reading 
achievement, although this was not measured 
surnmatively at the conclusion of the study. 

Suggestions for further research with repeated 
reading include further study into the 
generalization of fluency to new passages. The 
results of this study point to a possibility that 
generalization effects may most easily be 
investigated in short-term studies of this type, at 
low reading levels. Additional information on the 
maintenance of fluency and comprehension on 
the passages that were repeatedly read should 
also be examined. 

This study further extends the literature on the 
use of repeated readings as a method for 
improving the fluent oral reading performance of 
students with emotional disabilities. The study 
demonstrates student improvements in reading 
comprehension, as measured by retelling facts 
from the story, after the implementation of 
repeated readings. The generalization of these 
gains to new passages requires further study. 
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The Effects of Drill and Practice on Increasing Accurate 
Formation of Lower-Case Calligraphy Letters 

Sharon Ladenburg, T. F. McLaughlin, and William J. Sweeney 

The rate of a 21 year old university student's corrects and learning opportunities (i.e., errors) in lower case calligraphy was 
examined. Constructing drill sheets with appropriate size lines and appropriate slant, plus size lines was effective in 
increasing correctly written calligraphy letters and reducing the learning opportunities during 3 minute timings. Results also 
showed steady accelerating learning trends related to correct letter formation of calligraphy handwriting, and dramatic 
decelerations of learning opportunities during the slow and easy experimental conditions. Benefits of teaching calligraphy 
were discussed. 

Handwriting is viewed as an important 
communication skill (Hansen, 1978; Sweeney, 
Salva, Cooper, & Talbert-Johnson, 1992, 1993; 
McLaughlin, 1981). It can be difficult for a 
person reading a message to comprehend what is 
being communicated if the writer has written the 
message in an illegible manner. 

A major goal in handwriting research has dealt 
with legibility (e.g. Brunner, McLaughlin, & 
Sweeney, 1993; Hansen, 1978; McLaughlin, 
198 1 ; Talbert-Johnson, Salva, Sweeney, & 
Cooper, 1991). Intervention strategies to assist 
and improve legibility have ranged from error 
drill (Brunner et al. 1993), academic positive 
practice (McLaughlin, Mabee, Byram, & Reiter, 
1987), and self-management strategies (Sweeney 
et al., 1993). 

Calligraphy comes from the Greek meaning 
beautiful and to write (D'Angelo, 1982). 
Calligraphy is a skill which has use for students. 
Teachers have noted that students appear to be 
highly motivated and feel that neatness is 
important when calligraphy is taught. 
Calligraphy also enjoys a great deal of attention 
with adults. It can be employed for writing 
invitations, making signs, or making another 
person feel special. Many times calligraphy is 
taught as part of industrial arts, vocational 
education, or in continuing education classes. 
Since calligraphy is a skill that has movement, is 
repeatable, and controllable, it can be improved 
employing specific Precision Teaching 
interventions and measurement strategies. 

The purpose of the present research was to 
examine the effects of drill and practice with 
specialized practice sheets on a college student's 
performance in writing the lower case alphabet in 
calligraphy. 

Method 

Subject and Setting 
The subject in this study was a 21 year old 
female university student majoring in special 
education. Although her handwriting was legible 
and stylish, she wanted to learn calligraphy to 
add a finishing touch to her performance. The 
study took place in various settings around the 
university. The student practiced calligraphy in 
her room, the library, the student center, athletic 
department offices, and friends' houses. 
Research was performed over five weeks, from 
March 29, 1993 to May 5, 1993. The study was 
conducted by the first author with another special 
education major present once a week for 
reliability checks. An engineering student, with 
expertise and experience in the writing and use of 
calligraphy, provided the standard for quality. 

Response Definition and Observation 
Procedures 
The movement cycle was to write 36 perfect 
letters of the alphabet in calligraphy, in order, 
during a 3 minute timing. Each letter was judged 
according to three criteria: size, slant, and 
formation. A template was employed for judging 



the formation, size, and slant of the individual 
calligraphy letters. This template served as the 
standard for evaluating the three criteria used 
over the duration of the study. Therefore, each 
letter was broken into three responses. Thus, the 
goal for each trial was to obtain 108 correct 
responses and 0 learning opportunities. 

Corrects. A correct, or perfect, response for 
each letter included a letter that was 
simultaneously formed correctly, had the correct. 
slant, and the correct size. However, each letter 
could also receive partial credit (e.g. correct slant 
and size but incorrect formation =2/3 point). A 
template was used and placed over the 
participant's writing to make such judgments. 

Learning opportunities (i.e., errors). A 
learning opportunity occurred any time the 
student wrote a letter that did not match the 
standard. A learning opportunity was defined as 
a letter that was formed improperly, a letter that 
did not contain the correct slant (45 degrees), or a 
letter that was the incorrect size. 

Experimental Design and Experimental 
Conditions 
An ABCDE single subject replication design 
(Kazdin, 1982) was used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the various strategies. A 
description of each follows. 

Baseline. The baseline consisted of the student 
looking at the standard for quality and attempting 
to replicate it on a piece of white paper with 
horizontal lines drawn manually to guide the 
student. These data were taken for three days. 

Lined paper. The first intervention employed 
computer-generated paper which provided guides 
for the actual size of the letters. This paper had 
horizontal lines to indicate the correct place for 
the top and bottom of the letter, as well as a line 
to show where "t"s and "f"s should be crossed. 
This procedure lasted four days. 

Lined paper and vertical guides. The 
second intervention used the same paper, with 
the addition of vertical lines drawn at 45 degree 
angles across the paper to aid the student in 
acquiring the correct slant. Figure 1 is a sample 
of this intervention. This condition was in effect 
for three days. 

Slow and easy. During the "slow and easy" 
intervention, the student reminded herself to 
slowly make each letter and form each correctly, 
rather than make as many letters as she could 
during the timings. These 3 minute sessions 
occurred 22 times. 

Error drill. Lastly, to decrease the errors to 
zero, error drill on the letter "k" was employed 
for three sessions. 

Reliability 
Interobserver reliability or agreement was taken 
once during baseline and five times during the 
four interventions. The experimenter and the 
second special education student each regraded 
the trial of letters separately without seeing the 
other's results. The percent of interobserver 
agreement was calculated by dividing the smaller 
number of behaviors counted by one observer by 
the larger number of behaviors counted by the 
second observer and then multiplying by 100. 
The percent of interobserver agreement for 
correct letters was 85% with a range from 81% to 
95%. The percent of interobserver agreement for 
incorrect letters was also 85% with a range from 
81% to 95%. 

Results 

The data from Chart 1 indicate improvement in 
the legibility of written calligraphy letters. The 
frequency of correct responses related to size, 
slants, and individual letter formation increased 
for written calligraphy letters, while the 
frequency of learning opportunities (i.e., errors) 
dramatically decreased during the slow and easy 
and error correction conditions. All median 
scores are represented as ratios: frequency of 
response13 minute timing period can be 
expressed as frequencylper minute (Whalen, 
Willis, & Sweeney, 1993). During baseline, the 
median frequencylper 3 minute timing of 
correctly written individual letters for the written 
calligraphy letters was 5 per minute with scores 
ranging from 5 to 6.67 per minute. The leaning 
opportunities, during baseline, revealed a median 
frequencylper 3 minutes of 30 per minute with a 
range of learning opportunities from 25 to 36.67 







per minute on written calligraphy letters. The 
number of correctly written calligraphy letters 
accelerated x1.5 during the 3 baseline session. 
Even though corrects appeared to accelerate, 
learning opportunities decreased very slowly at 
+1.0 during baseline. The overall performance 
change for the number of correctly written 
calligraphy letters accelerated at x1.6, while the 
performance change for learning opportunities 
only decreased by +1.5 during the 3 baseline 
sessions. 

In the second experimental condition, lined 
paper, the median frequencylper 3 minute timing 
of correctly written calligraphy letters was 13.3 
per minute with scores ranging from 10.67 to 
23.33. The median frequencylper 3 minute 
timing for learning opportunities of written 
calligraphy letters was 21.67 per minute with 
scores ranging from 14.00 to 21.67. The 
number of correctly written calligraphy letters 
decelerated at i1 .3  during the lined paper 
condition. The learning opportunities accelerated 
x5.0 during the lined paper condition. The 
overall performance change for the number of 
correctly written calligraphy letters decreased by 
~ 1 . 8 ,while the performance change for learning 
opportunities only increased by x1.8 during the 
lined paper condition. 

In the third experimental condition (i.e., lined 
paper and vertical guides), the median 
frequencylper 3-minutes timing for correctly 
written calligraphy letters was 27.33 per minute 
with scores ranging from 20.67 to 36.00. The 
median frequencylper 3-minutes timing for 
learning opportunities of written calligraphy 
letters was 25 per minute with scores ranging 
from 16.00 to 36.00. Data for the number of 
correctly written calligraphy letters accelerated by 
x6.0 during the lined paper and vertical guides 
condition. The learning opportunities also 
accelerated by x9.0 during this condition. The 
overall performance change for the number of 
correctly written calligraphy letters increased by 
x2.0, while the performance change for learning 
opportunities decreased by i2.5 during the lined 
paper and vertical guides condition. 

This was compared with the slow and easy 
experimental condition that resulted in a median 
frequencylper 3 minute score for correctly written 
calligraphy letters of 34.17 per minute ranging 
from 21.67 to 38.33. Further, the learning 

opportunities dramatically decreased during the 
slow and easy condition with a median 
frequencylper 3 minute of 1.67 ranging from .33 
to 9.33 for correctly written calligraphy letters. 
The number of correctly written calligraphy 
letters accelerated by x1.25 per minute during the 
slow and easy experimental condition. The 
learning opportunities also decelerated by i2.3 
per minute during this condition. Overall 
performance change for the number of correctly 
written calligraphy letters maintained (xl), while 
the performance change for  learning 
opportunities decreased by a +30.0 during the 
slow and easy experimental condition. 

During the final condition, error drill, the number 
of corrects remained stable with a median 
frequencylper 3 minute of 36.67, while the 
learning opportunities remained low, eventually 
decreasing to zero. Correctly written calligraphy 
letters remained stable during this condition, 
while the celeration for learning opportunities 
decreased by 4 . 0  and an overall performance 
change of +2.0 occurred across the 4 sessions in 
the error drill condition. 

Discussion 

Calligraphy performance improved through daily 
practice on lined papers with correct vertical slant 
guides. Although celeration of correct letter 
formation per minute was x6 during this 
condition, celeration of incorrect letter formation 
per minute was x9. Only when the subject was 
instructed to slow down did the error rate 
decelerate to +2.3. Reminding the student that 
her fluency would improve with practice if she 
slowed her pace proved fruitful. She eventually 
celerated her frequency of correct responses by 
x1.25, reaching a median frequency correct per 
minute of over 34. Since the letter "k" was most 
difficult for the subject to match to the standard, 
specific error drill for that letter decreased error 
rate to zero. 

The procedures were practical in that they only 
required three minutes a day and a few copies of 
the practice sheets. No extra personnel or 
instruction was needed, and only minimal effort 
was required to obtain a standard for quality and 
a partner for interobserver reliability checks. The 



use of the template for scoring made scoring very 
easy. Several researchers (Brunner et al., 1993; 
McLaughlin et al., 1987; Sweeney et al., 1993; 
Talbert-Johnson et al., 1991) have recommended 
the use of templates or black-out measurement 
techniques to assist in the scoring of both 
manuscript and cursive letters. 

The only problem encountered in the study was 
the subject's disappointment that she could not 
immediately do something that appeared so 
"easy". Using the measurement techniques of 
Precision Teaching, her expressed difficulties 
declined. Obviously the various interventions 
could be used by anyone to learn calligraphy. 
The participant can use them to learn the capital 
letters and to learn the other four of the five 
different styles of calligraphy. Also, the 
subject's friends and family should feel 
completely special each time they receive a poem, 
card, or inspirational saying written especially for 
them in calligraphy. 
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The Effects of Performance Criteria on Learning and 
Retention of Spelling Words 

Melissa J. Shirley and H. S. Pennypacker 

Two eighth grade boys participated in a study on the effects of performance criteria on learning and retention of spelling 
words. Baseline conditions consisted of weekly tests with no criteria, whereas treatment conditions consisted of daily tests 
with: (a) no criteria, (b) an accuracy criterion, (c) a fluency criterion. Follow-up tests were given approximately 10 days after 
completion of each list. Correct frequencies and accuracy ratios were calculated for both learning trials and follow-up probes. 
Retention accuracy ratios were also calculated. The data indicate that teaching to a fluency criterion is most effective for 
learning spelling words. 

Frequency measures have long been used by 
precision teachers to differentiate between 
performance that is proficient and that which is 
merely accurate. Certain frequencies of 
performance, termed fluent frequencies, must be 
reached in order for a skill to be useful, 
remembered, and applied (Haughton, 1980; 
Johnson & Layng, 1992; Maloney, Desjardins, 
& Broad, 1990). 

Ivarie (1986) investigated the effects of different 
proficiency criteria on the retention of an 
ArabicIRoman numeral task. Subjects were 
required to perform the task to one of two 
frequency criteria. After meeting the criteria, 
subjects were given immediate, 1-, 2-, and 3- 
month posttests. The experimenter found that 
average and below-average subjects required to 
perform at a higher proficiency rate (70 rpm) 
achieved higher percent correct scores on a 
posttest than subjects required to perform at a 
lower proficiency rate (35 rpm) on the same task. 

Berquam (1981) used a paired associates task 
with two classes of third graders. One class 
received fluency training during the. initial 
learning phase, while the other received only 
unpaced practice. Fluency training resulted in 
better performance (measured in correct words 
per minute) and retention than unpaced practice. 
When the control group children later received 
fluency training, their retention improved as well. 

One limitation of using frequencies as 
performance standards in the classroom is the 
lack of research-supported proficiency, or 

fluency, aims (Evans & Evans, 1985). Fluency 
aims are the combination of frequencies and 
accuracy levels which have been shown to 
produce fluent performance. Several methods 
have been suggested for determining such aims. 
Most common is to measure the performance of 
normal or competent performers (White, 1984). 
Such standards can be obtained from either peers 
(Epstein & Cullinan, 1979; Jones, 1981) or 
competent adults (Wood, Burke, & Kunzelmann, 
1978). 

White (1984) points out that in order for a new 
behavior to compete effectively with an existing 
behavior, the new behavior must be performed at 
a higher frequency than the existing behavior. 
He suggests a frequency twice as high as the 
frequency of the old behavior. He proposes that 
if this frequency is not sufficient, an adult 
frequency may be necessary. Alternatively, he 
suggests that frequencies of new skills be half to 
two-thirds as high as tool skill frequencies. For 
example, Maloney et al. (1990) found that 
writing 160 digits per minute is required for 
writing math facts at 80 per minute. Eaton 
(1978) suggests a more complex method of 
setting aims which involves both tool skill 
frequency and comparison to competent adults. 

Experts in the field have provided suggested 
fluency aims for many academic areas including 
math and reading. There is, however, a lack of 
research-supported fluency aims for other areas, 
including spelling. Likewise research has yet to 
show that fluency is related to retention in 
spelling skills. One reason for the lack of 



fluency criteria in spelling may be that spelling, 
like many other academic skills, is usually taught 
by the calendar (Rowell, 1972). That is, tests are 
given each Friday, and new word lists are 
distributed each Monday, regardless of test 
performance. This calendar-based procedure 
provides little opportunity for the students to 
attain fluent performance. 

The present experiment was designed to answer 
the following questions with respect to spelling: 
(1) Do daily performance sessions result in 
greater learning, follow-up performance, and 
retention than the weekly sessions typical of most 
classrooms; (2) Does a 100% accuracy criterion 
result in greater learning, follow-up performance, 
and retention than daily sessions with no 
criterion; and (3) Does fluency training produce 
greater learning and retention than accuracy 
training with no frequency criterion? 

Method 

Two 8th-grade boys diagnosed with learning 
disabilities in reading and spelling were referred 
by their teacher for tutoring in spelling. Terry 
was a 15 year old attending special education 
classes on a full-time basis. Daniel was a 14 year 
old in special education reading only, though he 
was having difficulty in his other classes as well. 

Pretest 
Prior to the study, the boys were tested on words 
from the Florida List for the Assessment of 
Spelling, the months of the year, and the 
numbers 1 through 20. Testing continued until a 
list of 200 unknown words was compiled for 
each boy. To get a measure of handwriting 
frequency, the students were asked to write their 
names as many times as possible in a one-minute 
period. 

Baseline I. Baseline one was designed to 
replicate a typical spelling classroom. During 
this phase, which lasted four weeks, the 
experimenter met with the students three times 
per week. Each Monday the students were given 
10 words. The students were asked to read each 
word aloud, and write it on paper. On 
Wednesdays the students wrote each word five 
times and in a sentence. On Fridays the students 

participated in timed performance sessions. 
Immediate feedback was provided following the 
completion of the performance sessions. The 
students received new words on Monday, 
regardless of performance on Friday sessions. 

Baseline 11. Baseline two was identical to 
baseline one except that the students were given 
two lists of 10 words each week. The two lists 
were treated separately as two lists of 10 words 
each, not one list of 20 words. The duration of 
this phase was approximately four weeks. 

Phase 111. Phase three was designed to test the 
effects of a 100% accuracy criterion on learning. 
Sessions were conducted on each school day. 
On the first day each student was presented two 
lists of 10 words each. The students copied the 
words, wrote each five times and in a sentence. 
The next day the students participated in 
performance sessions, as in baseline. If a 
student did not spell all 10 words from one list 
correctly, he was required to perform on the 
same two lists again on the next day. 
Performance sessions continued until the student 
spelled all 10 words from one list correctly. 
When the student reached 100% accuracy on one 
list, he was presented with two new lists on the 
following day, and the procedure was repeated. 
The purpose of the second "yoked" list, for 
which there was no criterion, was to control for 
the effects of daily sessions. The duration of this 
phase was approximately three weeks. 

Phase IV. Phase four was designed to test the 
effects of a fluency criterion on retention, 
controlling for practice (repetitions). The 
procedure for this phase was identical to that of 
phase three, but the criteria differed. In this 
phase, the student was required to perform with 
100% accuracy on both lists. In addition to this 
criterion, the student was also required to 
perform one list at a "fluent" rate. Fluency was 
defined for each student by the frequency at 
which he wrote the letters in his name during the 
one-minute timing described previously. 
Fluency criteria were thus set at 91 and 105 
letters per minute for Daniel and Terry, 
respectively. The two lists were yoked, such that 
both lists would be practiced the same number of 
times. Performance sessions continued until 
each student achieved 100% accuracy on one list 
and 100% accuracy with fluency on the other. 
When these criteria were met on both lists, the 



student received two new lists, and the procedure 
was repeated. This phase lasted approximately 
four weeks. 

Follow-Up Sessions 
Follow-up sessions were conducted 
approximately 10 days after the final performance 
session for each list in order to obtain a measure 
of retention. Procedures for follow-up sessions 
were identical to those for initial performance 
sessions. 

Dependent Measures 
Spelling performance was measured in terms of 
correct and incorrect letters on each list. Correct 
frequencies and accuracy ratios were calculated 
for each performance session. Follow-up 
accuracy ratios were calculated by dividing the 
total number of correct letters by the total number 
of incorrect letters during the follow-up session. 
Retention accuracy ratios were calculated as for 
follow-up accuracy ratios using only the letters 
that were scored correctly during the final 
acquisition session. 

Results 

Pretest 
Students were presented words until each 
misspelled 100. This required the presentation of 
237 words to Terry and 234 words to Daniel. 
Accuracy ratios for Terry and Daniel were x1.9 
and x 1.4, respectively. 

Acquisition 
Performance during acquisition sessions was 
measured in terms of both correct frequencies 
(Charts 1 & 2) and accuracy ratios (Charts 3 & 
4). For both students, implementation of the 
accuracy criterion in phase three resulted in 
correct frequencies that were slightly higher than 
baselines one and two, as well as daily sessions 
without an accuracy criterion. The change to 
daily sessions had a positive effect on the 
accuracy of Terry's performance, both with and 
without an accuracy criterion. Daniel, who 
initially showed the same effect, began 
performing better in the presence of the accuracy 
criterion. 

Implementation of the fluency criterion in phase 
four led to an approximate doubling of correct 
frequencies for both students. Students' 
performance on lists on which fluency was 
required was consistently higher than that on 
which only accuracy was required, both across 
and within phases. Accuracy ratios remained 
high, as in all conditions in which the accuracy 
criterion was in effect. 

Follow- Up Sessions 
Correct frequencies (Charts 5 & 6) and accuracy 
ratios (Charts 7 & 8) were again used as mea- 
sures of performance on follow-up sessions. 
Examination of between phase data reveals fairly 
stable performance on follow-up sessions 
throughout the study. Inspection of within phase 
data, however, exposes differences in follow-up 
performance related to experimental condition. 
In phase three, for example, both boys had 
higher correct frequencies on accuracy lists than 
on yoked lists. Whereas Terry's accuracy was 
also greater on accuracy lists, Daniel's data indi- 
cated no consistent effect of the accuracy crite- 
rion. Thus, within phase data, support the use of 
an accuracy criterion. 

Examination of the data in phase four also reveals 
differential performance related to performance 
criteria. Implementation of the fluency criterion 
resulted in accuracy ratios that were higher than 
those obtained from the yoked condition. 
Correct frequencies were also slightly higher than 
with the accuracy criterion alone. Again, though 
not supported by across phase data, these data 
suggest positive effects of a fluency criterion. 

Retention 
Retention data were calculated to determine what 
portion of correct performance was maintained 
after approximately ten days without practice. 
Retention accuracy ratios are presented in Charts 
9 and 10. Across phase retention, data reveal 
differential trends across subjects. While 
Daniel's accuracy remained relatively stable 
throughout the study, Terry's accuracy ratio 
progressively declined over time. The within- 
phase data also differ from subject to subject. 
For Terry, the most stringent criterion in each 
phase resulted in the greatest amount of retention 
in that phase. Daniel's data, however, are not as 
clear. His performance in the third phase 
indicates that daily sessions, with no accuracy 
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criterion, resulted in greater retention than daily 
sessions with an accuracy criterion. The final 
phase suggests that the fluency criterion produces 
better retention than the accuracy-only criterion, 
though this conclusion is not supported by 
comparing phases three and four. 

Conclusion 

It is possible to draw some conclusions from this 
study regarding the use of various criteria. First, 
daily sessions result in greater learning and 
follow-up performance than weekly sessions. 
Second, a 100% accuracy criterion results in 
greater learning, and for at least one student, 
better follow-up and retention performance, than 
daily sessions with no criteria. Third, a fluency 
criterion produces greater learning than an 
accuracy criterion alone. 

It is possible that larger, more consistent, effects 
would have resulted from a higher fluency 
criterion or more repetitions at that level. Though 
these data suggest that benefits can be gained 
through the use of fluency criteria, various 
frequencies need to be investigated to determine 
which produce the greatest amount of learning 
and retention. In addition, the effects of 
requiring multiple performances at a fluent rate 
should be examined (Johnson &-Layng, 1992). 
Perhaps requiring students to perform fluently on 
two or three consecutive occasions before 
proceeding to a new list would enhance retention. 
It is clear that altering criteria and the 
contingencies placed on performance, change the 
performance of the student. It is essential that 
researchers and teachers continue to work 
diligently to find the most effective ways to teach 
children. 
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Celebrating 400 Years of Logarithms 

John W. Eshleman 

Upon encountering Precision Teaching for the 
first time, a person will soon come into contact 
with an unusual type of graph paper. The graph 
has light blue grid lines arranged in "landscape" 
view on white paper. What makes the graph 
unusual for most people though, is the 
arrangement of the horizontal lines going across 
the paper. More specifically, the scale up the left 
seems strange. Instead of the familiar equally 
spaced intervals marked off, the lines show an 
odd pattern. Starting at the bottom of the Chart at 
.001 and going up, the lines get closer and closer 
together. When one reaches .01, and continues 
up, the pattern repeats. The same pattern starts 
over at .1 and then again at 1,10, and 100. How 
odd! Most people quickly get past this 
strangeness and soon learn to plot dots, read 
data, and learn the lingo that goes with the graph. 

One quickly learns that people in Precision 
Teaching do not use the word "graph." The blue 
graph is called a "Chart." In fact, one hears it 
called "the Chart." Further, the Chart has a 
name: Standard Celeration Chart. One also 
learns to call that strange scale up the left side a 
"multiply-divide" scale. Sometimes one may 
hear the Chart referred to as the "six cycle chart," 
and even on occasion as a "semi-log chart." One 
may even learn that semi-log means that one of 
the two axes is a logarithmic or log scale. One 
does not need to know what "log scale" means in 
order to work with the Chart. Most people 
probably just file that bit of information away 
anyway. 

But what if one wants to know what 
"logarithmic" means? What is a log scale? 
Simply put, it is a scale constructed from a table 
of logarithms (e.g., Schmid, 1954). You may 
have heard of logarithms along the way, but 
never really learned what they are, how to work 
with them, or what their relationship to the Chart 
happens to be. Knowing about logarithms may 
help explain that strange log scale and provide 

insight about why, for instance, there are "six 
cycles," or why the distance from 1 to 2 equals 
the distance for 3 to 6 , 5  to 10,40 to 80, and so 
on. Besides, it is the quadrennial of logarithms 
this year. So why not find out about the 
logarithms that underlie the Chart's log scale? 

Background 
Logarithms were invented by John Napier (1550 
- 1617), of Edinburgh, Scotland. Napier first 
got the idea for logarithms in 1594, four hundred 
years ago (Hellemans & Bunch, 1988; Hobson 
1914). However, Napier did not publish his 
invention for another 20 years. In 1614, he 
wrote Mirifici Logarithmorum Canonis 
D e s c r i p t o .  The Latin title translates to 
"Description of the Wonderful Canon of 
Logarithms." The book explained logarithms, 
and gave us the first log tables and rules for 
using logarithms. 

Holding title as the 8th Laird of Merchiston, 
Napier inherited his father's estate, and spent his 
life as a land-owning proprietor, indulging in 
inventing, theology, and mathematics. Thirty-
eight at the time of the ill-fated Spanish Armada 
(1588), Napier spent several years inventing a set 
of then-fantastic military devices for repelling the 
Spaniards. Though mainly never built, his 
inventions included an array of burning mirrors 
similar to those devised by Archimedes in ancient 
times, artillery designed to destroy all life within 
the radius of one mine, and round armored 
chariots (Hobson, 1914). He also occupied his 
time publishing anti-Catholic tracts. 

By 1594, Napier's interests turned to a new way 
of calculating, using numbers expressed in 
exponential form. First called "proportionate 
numbers," but later "logarithms," Napier spent 
the next 20 years pursuing this mathematical 
invention, eventually devising tables of 
logarithms. Napier used a number close to lle 
(where e =2.7 1828 18284 ... a repeating decimal) 



as the base for his logarithms (Hobson, 1914). 
Logarithms to base e are called "natural" 
logarithms, or "Napierian" logarithms. Often, 
Napier is miscredited for inventing natural 
logarithms. Instead, his logarithms pertained to 
trigonometric functions, specifically the sines of 
angles for 00 to 900. These logarithms proved 
especially applicable to astronomy -- and hence to 
naval navigation. The mercantilist British East 
India Company, formed in 1600, needed such 
inventions to provide an emerging imperialist 
global power with a competitive edge. 

Publication of Napier's book in 1614 provoked 
an immediate stir among scientists and 
mathematicians of the day, among them the 
famous astronomer, Johann Kepler. Another 
was Henry Briggs, a Fellow at St. John's 
College and Gresham Professor of Geometry in 
the City of London. In 1615, Briggs visited 
Napier in Edinburgh for one month, and then 
again in 1616. Briggs proposed that logarithms 
be developed using the more familiar and 
convenient base 10. Napier agreed. They called 
Brigg's idea "improved logarithms" (Hobson, 
1914). Briggs calculated these improved 
logarithms, and in his 1616 visit showed Napier 
the tables he had made. Then in 1617, the year 
Napier died, in Logarithmorum chilias prima 
Briggs published a 16 page table of what came to 
be called "common" logarithms. Later, in 1624 
Briggs published Arithmetical logarithmica, 
which had common logarithms to 14 places, 
covering numbers from 1 to 20,000 and from 
90,000 to 100,000 (Encyclopedia Americana, 
1993, Volume 4, p. 554). 

Though there are several kinds of logarithms, the 
ones that will concern us here will be the 
Briggsian common logarithms. Again, common 
logarithms are set up in base 10. A table of 
common logarithms has been included in 
Appendix I, which will be referenced several 
times. 

Defining and Finding Logarithms 
So, what are logarithms? First, every number 
has a logarithm associated with it. Every number 
can be converted to its logarithm, and every 
logarithm can be converted back to a number. 
Second, logarithms are set up on a multiply- 
divide basis. Instead of multiplying two 
numbers and obtaining a product, one can 

convert the numbers to their respective 
logarithms, add the two logarithms, and convert 
this sum back to a number. The number would 
be the same as the product. Logarithms became 
more useful when raising a number to a power or 
finding the nth root of a number. To raise a 
number to a power, one multiplies the exponent 
-- the power -- by the log of the number. Thus, 
832 would be 32 times the log of 8, for instance. 

As mentioned, every number can be converted 
into a logarithm. A logarithm is another number, 
but with a specific definition. The definition 
focuses on the decimal point of the logarithm. 
For example, the logarithm for the number 80 is 
1.9031. Every logarithm has two parts. These 
parts are the "characteristic" and the "mantissa." 
A simple rule keeps this terminology clear (e.g., 
see Bruhns, 1939). In a logarithm, the 
characteristic is that part of the logarithm to the 
left of the decimal point. The mantissa is that 
part to the right of the decimal point. Thus, for 
the logarithm 1.903 1, the characteristic is 1, and 
the mantissa is 903  1. 

There are precise rules for finding the 
characteristic and mantissa for any number. For 
any whole number, the characteristic is always 
one less than the number of digits to the left of 
the decimal point of the whole number. The 
number 80 in the example is really 80.0 and thus 
has two digits to the left of the decimal. The 
characteristic is one less than the number of digits 
to the left. Thus, the characteristic for 80 is 1. 
The characteristic for 800., which has three digits 
to the left of the decimal, would be 2 according to 
the rule. The characteristic for 8 would be 0. 
because 8 is only one digit. For numbers equal 
to 1 or greater, the characteristic is always 
positive. 

For decimal numbers, the characteristic is 
preceded by a minus sign. Another rule exists 
for finding the characteristic of decimal numbers. 
For deciial numbers -- those beginning with a 
decimal point -- the characteristic is the number 
of places to the right of the decimal to the first 
significant (non-zero) digit. For the decimal 
number 0.8, the characteristic would be -1. The 
first place to the right of 0.8 has a significant 
digit. For 0.08, the characteristic would be 12, 
and for 0.008 it would be -3. Table 1 illustrates 
characteristics and the respective ranges of 
numbers they cover. 



Table I 


Characteristics and the Number Ranges They Cover 


Characteristic: Number Range Covered: 




A person experienced with the Standard 
Celeration Chart will see at a glance that the 
characteristics relate directly to the six cycles of 
the Chart. Each cycle on the Chart corresponds 
to a range of numbers. Each cycle thus cor- 
responds to a particular characteristic. One can 
use Table 1 to figure out the characteristic for any 
frequency on the Chart. For example, 8 per 
minute falls within the 1 - 9 range. The numbers 
in this range have one digit, so we know that 
their characteristics are 0. However, 12 per 
minute would have a characteristic of 1; 35 per 
minute would also have a characteristic of 1, as 
would 67 per minute and even 99 per minute. 
100 per minute would have a characteristic of 2. 
Going in the other direction on the Chart, 0.2 per 
minute would have a characteristic of -1, whereas 
0.05 per minute would have a characteristic of 
-2. 

Characteristics are that portion of a logarithm that 
explain the six cycles. The mantissas, on the 
other hand, explain why within each cycle the 
lines get closer and closer together as you move 
up the scale. Mantissas are the other half of 
logarithms. They can be found in Appendix 1. 

In logarithms, the mantissa follows the decimal 
point. Mantissas, however, are independent of 
the decimal points of the number being converted 
to a logarithm. The characteristic tells one which 
cycle he is in. The mantissa tells one where one 
is within any cycle. The cycles all have the same 
mantissas and differ only according to the 
characteristics. This may sound like a confusing 
distinction, and some examples may help clarify. 
Thus, for example, 800, 80.0, 8.00, 0.800, 
0.0800, and 0.00800 all have the same mantissa, 
but different characteristics. The mantissa for 
800, 8.00, and 0.00800 is the same: The 
mantissa for both 40.0, and 4.00 is .6021. 40.0 
has two digits to the left of its decimal, so its 
characteristic is 1. 4.00 has only one digit to the 
left of its decimal, so its characteristic is 0. The 
log of 40 is 1.6021, and the log of 4 is 0.6021. 

Using the table in Appendix 1, one can find the 
logarithms for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 
and 90. For all of these numbers, the 
characteristic is 1. So the table in Appendix 1 is 
used to find the mantissas. Starting with 10, one 
should scan down the column that has N as the 
header. The first number in this column is 10. 
Next, look to the first column to the right. Its 

header is 0. This means one is finding the 
mantissa for 10.0 under this column, which is 
0000. Continuing on the same line to the right, 
the mantissa for 10.1, then, is .0043. The 
mantissa for 10.2 is .0086. One could keep 
reading across this line until one came to the 
column headed with 9. The mantissa for 10.0 is 
.0374. 

If one moves down column N, the next number 
down is 11. The mantissa for 11.0 is .0414. 
The mantissa for 12.0 is .0792. On down 
column N, one finds the mantissa for 20.0 is 
.3010. For 30.0 the mantissa is .4771, and for 
40.0 it is .6021. 50.0 has a mantissa of .6990; 
60.0 a mantissa of .7782; 70.0 is 3451; 80.0 is 
.903 1; and 90.0 is ,9542. Bear in mind, again, 
that mantissas are independent of the decimal 
location of the original numbers. The mantissa 
of 9.00 is also .9542, for example. The full 
logarithm for 9.00 is 0.9542, and the full 
logarithm for 90.0 is 1.9542. 

One may notice something else about the pattern 
of these mantissas. The mantissa for 9.00, 
which is .9542, is not very much above the 
mantissa for 8.00, which is 903 1. The mantissa 
for 2.00, which is .3010 on the other hand, 
occurs a considerably larger difference up from 
the mantissa for 1.00, which is .0000. Note that 
the increments in mantissas get smaller and 
smaller as the numbers increase. Indeed, in 
examining Appendix 1, one should note that the 
mantissas of all the numbers from 80 through 99 
begin with 9. It is interesting to compare that to 
how many begin with 0 or 1. 

Another way of thinking about mantissas would 
be to consider them proportions, of the way up, 
the number scale. The lowest mantissa, 0000, is 
0% of the way up. .3010 is nearly a third of the 
way up. .6990, the mantissa for 50.0, is more 
than half the way up; indeed, this is more than 
two-thirds the way up. Look at a Standard 
Celeration Chart. Five per minute is certainly 
more than two-thirds the way up between 1 per 
minute and 10 per minute. Eight per minute is 
90%of the way up that cycle, and 9 per minute is 
95% up that cycle. 

Table 2 lists the common logarithms for the top 
three cycles of the Standard Celeration Chart. 
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002 
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Equal Differences Represent Equal 
Distances 
Examine Table 2 again. Notice the log of 2 is 
.3010. The log of 4 is .6021. The difference is 
301 1. Now notice the log of 8, which is 903 1. 
The difference between the log of 8 and the log 
of 4 is .3010 -- which happens to be equal to the 
log of 2. Also, .3010 is practically the same as 
.3011. On the Chart, the distance from 2 to 4 is 
the same as the distance from 4 to 8, the same as 
the logs. Consider a couple more examples. The 
log of 3 is .4771, and the log of 6 is .7782. The 
difference is .3011, the same as the log of 2. To 
go from 3 to 6, one multiplies by 2. On the 
Chart, the distance from 3 per minute to 6 per 
minute is the same as that between 1 per minute 
and 2 per minute. The same results if one 
considers 5 per minute and 10 per minute. The 
log of 5 is 0.6990, and the log of 10 is 1.0000. 
The difference is 0.3010 -- again equal to the log 
of 2! On the Standard Celeration Chart, equal 
distances represent equal "multiplies by" or equal 
"divides by" (Pennypacker, Koenig, and 
Lindsley, 1972). 

Working With Logarithms 
One more term should be introduced: An 
antilogarithm, or antilog for short, is the number 
that corresponds to a given logarithm. The 
process of converting a logarithm back to a 
number is referred to as finding the antilog. To 
find the antilog of 2.9031, one first consults 
Appendix 1 and finds the mantissa 903 1. It is in 
the 0 column next to 80. The characteristic is 2, 
so one knows that there will be three digits to the 
left of the decimal. The antilog of 2.9031, then, 
is 800. Technically, the numbers listed up the 
left scale of the Standard Celeration Chart would 
be antilogs (Schmid, 1954); however, it is 
simpler to treat them as natural numbers on a 
multiply scale. 

One may notice that the table in Appendix 1 does 
not actually list all possible logarithms. For 
example, it lists the mantissa for 10.0, which is 
0000, and the mantissa for 10.1, which is 0043. 
But what about 10.05, which is between 10.00 
and 10.10? For this number, or any other "in 
between" number anywhere else, a process of 
interpolation must be used to compute the 
logarithm. Interpolation must also be used if the 
mantissa of the log is to be converted back to a 
number that is not in the table. The log 0,5484 is 

not in the table. But one can find S478 and 
S490 in the table and use interpolation to find the 
antilog. Suffice to say, the antilog of 0.5484 is 
the number 3.535. 

One can multiply and divide numbers using their 
logarithms. To multiply 6 x 7, one would add 
their logs, 0.7782 and 0.8454 and get 1.6233. 
One will not find .6233 in Appendix 1, but will 
find .6232, next to the number 42. There are 
some slight inaccuracies when working with 
logarithms, for it is known that 6 x 7 equals 42, 
and not an approximation to 42. 

A number can be raised to a given power by 
using logarithms. To find 203, for example, one 
would multiply the exponent, 3, by the log of 20. 
The log of 20 is 1.3010. 3 x 1.3010 equals 
3.903. The mantissa .903 is not in Appendix 1, 
but is close to 9031, which is the mantissa for 
80.0. One would convert 3.903 back into 8000. 
Again, there are some slight inaccuracies. 

Finally, one can find any nth root of a number 
using logarithms. To find a root, divide the log- 
arithm of a number by the index of the root and 
find the antilog. Thus, to find the 4th root of 
60.0, one would first find the log of 60.0, which 
is 1.7782. 1.77824 equals 0.44455. The an- 
tilog of 0.44455 would be 2.789 approximately. 
Again, small inaccuracies accrue. 

Conclusion 

Logarithms are 400 years old and serve as the 
basis for the vertical scale on the Standard 
Celeration Chart. Logarithms are not needed to 
work with the Chart. They are seldom taught 
anymore. Slide rules, which were based on 
logarithms, are also a thing of the past. Today, 
neither logarithms nor slide rules are needed to 
find products, quotients, powers, or nth roots. 
Hand-held calculators can do the job faster and 
with more precision. But logarithms came before 
calculators, and if we want to know our 
background, we may want to know something 
about logarithms. 
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Gunter's Line - Standard Celeration Chart Ancestor, 
Not Napier's Logs or Bones 

Ogden R. Lindsley 

Historian John Eshleman's interest and production position him as the historian of Standard 
Eshleman Celeration Charting. His bibliography of 2,668 printed and presented Precision 

Teaching references is masterful (Eshleman 1983,1990a, 1990b). 

Now, John reminds us to celebrate the fact that 400 years ago, in 1594, John Napier 
developed his wonderful table of logarith'ms. Eshleman also shows us how to use a 
table of logarithms. Because inexpensive pocket calculators are everywhere, neither 
logarithms nor slide rules have been used recently. Hence, neither is understood. 

I am told that logarithms are still taught in many high schools to solve equations like 7x 
= 24, and word problems like "How many years will it take $1,000 to double at 6% 
compounded annually?" (Auman, 1994). 

Although the logarithm is related to the Standard Celeration Chart (SCC), it is a mistake 
to think of it as a direct ancestor. The direct Standard Celeration Chart ancestor is 
Gunter's multiply line. Logarithms are arithmetic, algebraic, and digital. Gunter's line 
is geometric and analogical. We read indirectly numbers from logarithmic tables. We 
see directly multiply distances on Gunter's line and on our Standard Celeration Chart. 

Multiplication A flurry of inventions for simplifying the difficult and cumbersome multiplication, 
inventions division, roots and powers centered in the British Isles from 1594 through 1622. 
from 1594 
through 1622 John Napier stated the needs for these inventions in 1614: 

"Seeing there is nothing (right well beloved Students of Mathematics) that is so 
troublesome to mathematical practice, nor doth more molest and hinder calculators, 
than the multiplications, divisions, square and cubic extractions of great numbers, 
which besides the tedious expense of time are for the most part subject to many 
slippery errors, I began therefore to consider in my mind by what certain and ready 
art I might remove those hindrances." 

Napier's logs Napier invented the basic strategy of going into easier addition to calculate difficult 
to base lle multiplication problems. He invented logarithmic tables to go into what he at first called 

"artificial numbers," add these together, and then take their sum into anti-log tables to 
come back to the multiplication product in natural numbers. 



1617 

Three Napier
mis-
conceptions 

Briggs' logs 
to base 10 

Logarithms
only loosely 
related to 
Standard 
Celeration 
Chart 

There are three common misconceptions about Napier. First, Napier's logarithms were 
not multiplication chart distances, but were tables of numbers. Second, Napier's 
logarithmic tables were not to the base 10, but were to a base of lle, or 112.718, or 
.3673. Third, "Napier's rods" were not rods at all but were actually a cut and paste 
multiplication table. 

Henry Briggs, a professor at Gresham College, London, traveled to Edinburgh to 
convince Napier that his logarithms would be more useful if the Log 1 = 0 and Log 10 = 
1. This is why the most used Logs to base 10 are often called "common logs" or 
"Briggian logs." 

Napier accepted Briggs' suggestion. 

Eshleman describes how to use logarithms to the base 10 in his article on pages 87-96 in 
this Journal issue (Eshleman, 1994). 

Logs to base 2.718 are often called correctly "natural logs." However they are also 
often called incorrectly "Napierian logs." This is incorrect because Napier's logs were 
not to the base e (2.718), but to the base lle (.3679). 

Logarithms are loosely related to the Standard Celeration Chart in only three ways. 
First, they both are methods for simplifying multiplication and division. 

Second, Napier built his first table of logarithms to cover a range of natural numbers 
from 1 to 10,000,000 (16 base 2.718 cycles or 7 base 10 cycles). We built our 
Standard Celeration Chart to cover the full range of human performance frequencies 
from 1 to 1,000,000 per day (6 base 10 multiply cycles). This is only one x10 cycle 
shorter than Napier's selected range. 

Third, the ignorance of common academic usage calls a chart like the Standard 
Celeration Chart with a multiply scale up the left and an add scale across the bottom 
"semi-logarithmic." This is a misnomer, for there is nothing logarithmic about the 
Standard Celeration Chart at all. It is not arithmetic, algebraic, nor digital. Rather, it is 
geometric and analogical. 

The counting lines would be evenly spaced, and the midpoint of each cycle would be a 
mantissa of .3164. Such a chart would be difficult to use. 



1617 

Napier's Bones 
(cut and paste
tables) 

It is clear that Napier was not fully satisfied with his cumbersome logarithms because he 
continued trying to simplify multiplication further. Napier invented his bones 
(sometimes called rods) in 1617, twenty three years after he invented logarithms. 

Contrary to popular belief, Napier's bones were not linear, but were tabular. They were 
not lines with multiply distances like the slide rule, but were actually a nine column cut 
and paste table for rapidly calculating multiplication products. Each of the nine bones 
was a column of figures which could be easily placed along side any other bone. This 
easy abutting of any two columns permitted rapid addition across columns to get 
multiplication products of 1 to 9 times any number from 1 to 99. 

Two examples of multiplying with Napier's bones follow. To multiply 7 times 35 we 
take the 3 bone and place it alongside and to the left of the 5 bone reading 35 across the 
top of both bones. Then we read down to the 7th row (times 7) and across the columns. 
In the upper left comer of the 7th row on the 3 bone, we find "2." We add the number 
"1" in the bottom right comer to the number "3" in the upper left comer of the 7th row 
on the 5 bone, getting the sum "4." Last we take the number "5" from the lower right 
comer of the 7th row on the 5 bone. These three numbers 2,4, and 5 give us the 
product of 7 times 35 = 245! Very clever, right? 

To multiply 5 times 53, we place the 5 bone to the left of the 3 bone, so we read 53 
across the top of both bones. Then we read down to the 5th row (times 5) and across 
the columns. In the upper left comer of the 5th row on the 5 bone we find "2." We add 
the number "5" in the bottom right comer to the number "1" in the upper left comer of 
the 5th row on the 3 bone, getting the sum "6." Last we take the number "5" from the 
lower right comer of the 5th row on the 3 bone. These three numbers 2 ,6 ,5  give us the 
product of 5 times 53 = 265. 
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Napier's bones were much faster to use than logarithms because there is no need to go 
into a table, convert to logarithms, add the logarithms, then go into an anti-log table to 
convert their sum back to the final product in natural numbers. The bones gave the 
multiplication product directly in one addition step with no conversions, but only with a 
limited range of whole numbers. 

Because Napier's columns were made of ivory or bone they were called "Napier's 
bones." Some called them "Napier's rods," but this mislead because they were 
rectangles, not rods. Calling them rods caused some careless historians to think they 
were linear distances like Gunter's line and were, therefore, precursors of the slide rule, 
which was not so. Because no distances were involved in Napier's bones, they were 
definitely not an ancestor of Gunter's line, Oughtred's slide rule, nor our Standard 
Celeration Chart. 

I had learned logarithms well as an undergraduate engineering student and had a part 
time job calculating metal surface areas and alloys for a major manufacturing company. 
I had even purchased an extra long 20 inch slide rule to get one more significant figure 
from the scales. I had used slide rules to calculate bomb and fuel loads as a flight 
engineer in the Army Air Corps. However, I did not understand multiplication and did 
not know why there was no zero, and why there were cycles on the slide rule. 

It wasn't until we taught six-year-olds how to use the Standard Celeration Chart and 
described its features in plain English (Lindsley, 1991) that we began to understand the 
multiply scale. 

It became clear that there was no zero on a multiply scale because zero isn't a multiply 
number. It isn't in the multiply world. When we must multiply and we encounter a zero 
(as in factorials), the rule is to put the closest multiply number to it in zero's place - the 
number one. 

The cycles on a multiply scale are the counting cycles - a different add distance in each 
cycle. Going up the Standard Celeration Chart multiply scale, you count by ones in the 
first cycle, tens in the second, hundreds in the third, thousands in the fourth, ten 
thousands in the fifth, and hundred thousands in the sixth cycle. The nature of these 
counting cycles became crystal clear when we taught the Standard Celeration Chart by a 
Direct Instruction script (Maloney, 1982). witor's Note: See the revision of the Direct 
Instruction script by Cancio and Maloney in this issue, pages 15-45. 

I had heard of Napier's'rods and thought wrongly that they were multiply distances like 
Cusinier rods and precursors of the slide rule. It was not until asked to edit Eshleman's 
article (Eshleman, 1994), that I went into the libraries to do my homework and found 
Napier's Bones were really only cut and paste tables. Recently in the library, I 
discovered Gunter's line, the true precursor of the slide rule and our Standard Celeration 
Chart. 



1620 

Edmund Gunter invented a line with equal multiple distances in 1620. Multiplication 
Gunter's products were found easily by taking a distance with a mechanical drawing divider and 
multipb'ing physically adding it to any number on the Line. Equal distances on Gunter's line are 
L i e  equal multiples. 

For example, the divider's left point is put on 1 and the right point adjusted to the 
multiplier distance "x2." See divider 1 below. This distance is now x2, and can be 
applied to any other number on the line. 

For example, to multiply 2 times 3, we place the left point of the x2 divider on 3, and 
read the product 6 opposite the right divider point. See divider 2 above. To multiply 2 
times 8, we place the left point of the x2 divider on 8, and estimate the product 16 on the 
line opposite its right divider point. See divider 3 above. To divide you subtract the 
distances with the divider. 

The Standard Celeration Chart multiply scale is exactly like Gunter's multiply line. 
When we make two tick marks on a card to take a multiplier distance from the Standard 
Celeration Chart, we do what Gunter did when he adjusted his divider length. When we 
place the bottom tick on our card across from the number we want to multiply on the 
Chart, we do what Gunter did when he placed his left divider point on the line number 
that he wanted to multiply. When we read our product across from the top tick mark on 
our card, we do what Gunter did when reading his product where the right divider point 
touched his multiply line. 

For this reason I always call the scale on the Standard Celeration Chart a "multiply 
scale," rather than a "logarithmic scale." It is truly a scale of multiply distance like 
Gunter's line. It is not a logarithmic scale, even though commonly called so in error. 
Our Standard Celertion Chart has no characteristic, no mantissa, and the divisions are 
not separated by equal add distance as would logarithmic mantissae. 

Two experts on graphs have written that charts with a multiply scale up the left and an 
add scale for time across the bottom should not be called "semi-logarithmic." Rather 
they suggest calling them "rate of change" charts (Karsten, 1923; Schmid, 1951). "Rate 
of change" in frequency (number per day) is celeration (number per day per week). 



1622 

Oughtred's Two years later William Oughtred added a second multiply line to Gunter's multiply line 
slide rule which slid along the top of the first line from which the multiplicand and the product 

could be read. This second line accomplished what Gunter did when adjusting his 
dividers and moving them. The second sliding line was easier to use and more reliable 
than Gunter's dividers. The sliding of the second line gave it the name " slide rule." 

Yugoslavian
and Russian 
graphical 
statistics 


Graphical 
statistics 

ignored in 
US until 
1970s 

To multiply using Oughtred's slide rule, we set the left index of the top line to the 
multiplier "times 2". Now the product of 2 times every number in the top line is directly 
below it in the bottom line. Directly below 3, we find 6. Directly below 8, we 
interpolate 16. Directly below interpolated 25, we find 50. 

Proof that this is as important a discovery as Napier's logarithms is attested to by the fact 
that there are 13 references under slide rules and only 11 under logarithms in the 
University of Kansas Library System. 

Using a card to multiply or divide on the Standard Celeration Chart is like using the 
divider on Gunter's multiply line. Using a frequency finder (often called the "slider" by 
school children) to divide the count by the number of minutes on a Standard Celeration 
Chart is like using a second multiply scale as did Oughtred when he built his first slide 
rule. 

In 1675 Isaac Newton used three parallel scales to solve the cubic equation and invented 
the sliding indicator seen on all modern slide rules (Kells, Kern & Bland, 1939). 

More Eastern European texts describe using graphical statistics than English and 
American texts. Novak (1967) in his Yugoslavian text described in great detail how to 
use dividers and Gunter's Line to solve the full range of algebraic problems. Gerchuk 
(1%8) in his Russian text demonstrated the frequency slider or "finder" that we 
independently developed as a Standard Celeration charting tool. Gerchuk also 
demonstrated how to use a percentage slider to read percentage distances from a multiply 
scale chart (Gerchuk, 1968, p. 131). 

Using graphics for serious data analysis was ignored in the United States from 1930 to 
1970 (Tufte, 1983, p. 53). There was, and still is, a strong bias in favor of numerical 
formula-based parametric statistics. High speed computers have made calculating 
formulae so easy that most who use them do not know the formulas, nor understand the 
results. In the late 1960s, John Tukey made statistical graphics respectable (Tukey & 
Wilk, 1970; Tukey, 1977). 
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Stephen Graf (1994) called my attention to Graham Flegg's excellent text, Numbers, 
their history and meaning. (Flegg, 1983). Here Flegg points out the difference between 
calculating and computing. Napier with his logarithms are in chapter four on 
calculating. Napier's bones and Gunter's multiply line along with Oughtred's slide rule 
are in chapter five on computing. Here we find a top historian of mathematics separating 
Napier's logarithms from Gunter's line. 

One reason that we have never seen multiplication as a distance before Gunter's line is 
that tables of logarithms show add distance. In a table of logarithms there are 100 
entries (ten rows of ten rnantissae each) between 10 and 20. That is 100 entries for a x2 
multiplier. Between 50 and 100 there are 500 entries - five times the distance of 10 to 
20! But, because 50 to 100 is a x2,there should be the same number of entries if the log 
table showed multiply distance. But it doesn't! It shows add distance. There are 
exactly the same number of entries between 20 and 30 as between 10 and 20. The 
number of entries defines the space taken and the distance in the table. It is add distance. 

Therefore, the logarithmic table contains unnatural numbers that can be used to get the 
products of multiplication, but the distances are equal add. There are the same number 
of entries between 10 and 20 (100) as between 80 and 90 (100). Because the number of 
entries marks the distance, the distance is add, even though the entries carry multiply 
values. 

This is why no one saw multiplication as a distance until Gunter's line, Oughtred's slide 
rule, and our Standard Celeration Chart. Also few could see the relationships and 
differences between multiplication and addition until they could see them both as 
differently marked off distances on lines. 

Our Standard Celeration Chart is based on-a geometric multiply scale which 
accomplishes geometrically what logarithms accomplish arithmetically. Our Chart is 
also based on a standard view which is not old, but very new. There are only a few 
standard view charts. The standard audiogram (Montgomery, 1932) for displaying 
hearing loss is one of the rare examples. Another rare example is Skinner's standard 
"cumulative response record" (Skinner, 1938; 1976). Skinner described it by its left 
hand vertical scale. If described by what its slope displayed, it would have been called a 
"standard frequency chart" (Lindsley, 1994). Standard charts are so rare that there is not 
yet a standard videogram for displaying visual loss. 

1995 will be the 375th anniversary of the invention of Gunter's line in 1620. Gunter's 
line showed multiplication and division as physical distances to the world for the first 
time. Prior to Gunter's line, the world had only seen addition and subtraction as 
distances on rulers and yard sticks. All Standard Celeration Chart users should honor 
Gunter and celebrate the 375th anniversary of his line in 1995. 
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